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INSTRUCTOR
om-niencement—and What Then?
By EDWARD F. CROSS

THERE he stood in a large power plant,
I broom in hand, assigned to sweep the
boiler-room firing aisle confronting him.
Rebellion welled up within him, for at
home—and his employer knew it—there
was a valid, hard-earned diploma which
certified to all men the fact that this youth,
by virtue of having completed the necessary college training, was entitled to recognition as a mechanical engineer. In high
spirits he had reported for work at the
power plant that morning, for this was
the first step toward obtaining the knowledge and experience that later would
qualify him to be a power-plant designer.
He had known for some time, of course,
that it would be necessary to start at the
bottom, but he had not anticipated that the
bottom could be so low.
Yes, there he stood! About him, in
various parts of the plant, were others
less favored educationally, watching to
ascertain how the college graduate would
react to his first assignment. They had
not long to wait. Setting aside the bitterness and rebellion within him, the young
man began to sweep the floor in a manner
that must have convinced his observers
that the aisle would soon be clean. Shortly
they stopped watching, sure that this
graduate engineer could "take it" like a
man. They knew, as well as he, that he
was qualified for better things.
A new engineer was born that day, but
not without travail of soul. And so it is
with college graduates generally, for an
employer wishes first to determine the
measure of the man. The sheepskin on
the wall, bearing the name of a college and
a man, testifies to the completion of a
prescribed course of study. The employer
usually knows the college by reputation;
he wants to know the man.
Some years later another graduate stood
surveying a plant that he was to operate,
rather critical' at first of the man-made
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mess confrdnting him. But the longer he
worked to improve the plant, the more
respect he developed for it and his predecessors, for he began to consider their
accomplishments in the light of conditions
that surrounded them. Judgment was being born of experience, the great teacher.
The time following commencement has
been labeled by some a period of disillusionment, when a man who has spent
four years or more preparing to give of
his talents in certain lines of endeavor
finds himself merely being measured as
a man. What a jolt!

Most graduates are not prepared for
such an experience, yet it is a natural
development. One's transcript tells the
story of his college career, indicating the
bookworm, the grade seeker, the slothful
student, the man without an alma mater
(he attended all the colleges he could
squeeze into his academic career), the
train catcher who took all and gave nothing, and the good student as well. The
prospective employer gains such information from the transcript, counseling record,
and faculty recommendations. But he
—Please turn to page 19
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There Is More Than One Good Reason Why Young Men—College Graduates Included—
Sometimes Have to Don the Overalls of Manual Labor Before They Step Into Positions
of Heavy Responsibility
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UST two words a day!
The newspaper reporter who tells
this story—James Francis Skelly—says
that the lecturer held his audience spellbound, and that he with the rest who were
in the crowded hall wondered at the picturesque eloquence of the speaker. Words
seemed to pour out of his mouth. Surely
this man had extraordinary powers, for he
held his hearers in the hollow of his hand.
Aftei the lecture the reporter sought an
interview with this master of words, and
asked how he had developed such remarkable ability.
"Just two words a day," he replied.
"As simple as all that?" came the doubtful question.
"Well," returned the orator, smiling, "all
things are quite simple when accomplished."
"Meaning?" the reporter persisted.
"You want details? Very well. It's a
brief story. We'll turn back the clock about
ten years. I held an ordinary clerical job
and attended evening school. I was bashful
and backward, and the very thought of
facing an audience threw me into a panic.
"Reading has always been my pet hobby.
I was always coming across interesting
words which fascinated me. So out of a
blue sky I decided to add two new words
to my vocabulary every day. In the beginning it was quite easy. I was enthusiastic,
and the idea was novel. When I discovered
a word that struck my fancy I would make
a mental note of it. Sometimes I would
refer to the dictionary for a word, but
usually a half hour of reading during the
day would produce a wide variety from
which to select. With two words harvested
from the crop, I then endeavored to make
use of them in conversation or in writing.
When we were sufficiently acquainted the
words would be stored away in the files
of memory, to be used only when they
happened to emerge of their own inclination. This method I have found to be less
severe on the mind. It's what I call making
good use of the subconscious."
"That's hardly what I would call an
easy thing to do," interrupted the representative of the fourth estate.
"Like trying to stop smoking or to exercise at a certain time every day, the cultivation of my little habit faced obstacles,"
acknowledged the lecturer. "After the first
month I became somewhat lax. The search
for only two words a day took on the ap-
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pearance of a tremendous burden, and I
would often find myself fighting with
indolence and procrastination. I tried reasoning with myself, and summoned all my
strength of will to fight against the 'quitter
instinct,' which we all have in varying
degrees. I argued with myself this way:
`Two new words a day are a very small
amount of mental exercise or nourishment.
Why deprive my mind of this morsel of
nourishment? If I will, I can spare the few
moments required to jot down two more
words to add to my vocabulary store.'
"After a time I formed the new-word
habit, and it was no longer a struggle to
carry on. As years passed, the word hunt
became more absorbing. I would find
myself even looking forward with delight
to the next day's word search. All the
while I was changing. New vistas of
thought were opening, and gradually I
became aware that I had accomplished
something really worth while. My entire
outlook was changed. I gained confidence.
Backwardness and shyness vanished completely. I was gratified, not appalled, when
asked to speak. Now I had words and
assurance. In addition to lecturing I write
for a number of publications, but I am
never more gratified than when I can tell
others how valuable the acquisition of just
two words a day has proved for me."

Hundreds of thousands of people say
every day, and perhaps a dozen times a
day, "I don't know exactly what it means,
but let's look it up in the dictionary." We
all use the dictionary, and we are all aware
that a man named Webster had something to do with compiling it. Daniel
Webster? No, not Daniel, but Noah it was
who first had the idea of An American
Dictionary of English Language. "Oh, yes,
Daniel's elder brother," you say. Wrong
again. He was not even related to the
great statesman and orator.
Noah Webster was an able man, a
teacher, active in civic affairs, a lawyer of
reputation, widely read and well traveled,
and had a deep conviction that young
America should have its "own uniform
language, and its own intellectual life."
To this end he first compiled his spelling
book, which taught not only spelling but
"pronunciation, common sense, morals,
and good citizenship." The cordial recep-

tion given this book led him to begin work
on the more ambitious project.
"In 1807 he wrote: 'I hope to be able to
finish my complete dictionary. . . . It will
require the incessant labor of from three
to five years.' In 1812 he moved from New
Haven, Connecticut, to Amherst, Massachusetts, where for ten years he labored
from point to point about the large circular table that held the dictionaries and
grammars of twenty languages. In 1824 he
sailed to spend a. year in the libraries of
Paris and London and Cambridge in order
to consult books that could not be had in
America. In 1828, at the age of seventy, he
at length published the American Dictionary of the English Language. This book
stands practically beyond praise or comparison," for its excellence has had worldwide acknowledgment.

Words are not to be lightly regarded.
The publishers of the W ebster's New International Dictionary, in such common
use today, devoted eight years to the making of an edition. Outside their own staff
of specialists 207 other authorities were
called in to contribute of their experience
and knowledge in specialized lines of
work. The latest edition contains 600,000
entries, has 12,000 terms illustrated, 35,000
geographical entries, 13,000 biographical
entries, contains 3,350 pages, and cost over
a million and a quarter dollars to compile.
The construction of the book itself is
interesting, for it must stand up "under
the thumbing of millions of thumbs. The
binding is strengthened by special tape
and unusually stout covers. A special glue
is used, and the binding thread is tested
for tensile strength."

Yes, friend o' mine, words are very important. The minute you open your mouth
you broadcast to all within earshot a
thumbnail sketch of your heritage and
education. Learn a new word—or two—
each day, store some unfamiliar pronunciation away in your mind, and you will
help educate yourself and add much of
interest to your personality.
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Y FATHER was working his way

M through law school. Finding that his
funds were rather low, he began working
at two or three jobs, and averaged about
four hours' sleep each night. One of his
jobs was with a large trucking firm. Here
his duties were to night watch and to see
that the trucks were out on the road the
next day.
One bright summer morning one of the
trucks was parked inside the garage with
the front bumper about three feet from
the large doors leading out. These doors
were heavily constructed with two-byfours on edge and one-inch wooden
sheathing on either side. The upper section of the door had a few windowlights
with wire reinforcing. The two-and-onehalf-ton truck had to be moved before the
others could get out. Without getting in
the truck my father reached inside and
gave the shifting lever a few quick shakes.
It seemed to be in neutral, because it
moved freely from side to side. What he
did not know was that the freedom of the
lever was caused by a badly worn transmission.
After checking to see that it was in
neutral, he pulled out the gas throttle qne
third of the way, and without hesitating a
second, ran around to the front of the
truck between the bumper and the door.
Grabbing the crank, he gave it only a
quarter of a turn, when the engine roared
with life, and to his utter horror, the
truck leaped ahead. There was no time to
jump clear. It had been in third gear
instead of neutral, and in a moment had
closed the gap.
A short distance from the truck a group
of men stood watching the proceedings.
When they saw it lurch forward they
were so petrified they could not move.
There was no time for dad to hesitate. If
he stood where he was, his legs would be
crushed against the door. In a flash he
jumped onto the bumper and threw his
shoulders, arms, and hips against the
radiator. This was his only chance, and
it was a very long chance at that. Momentarily he had stopped the machine. The
wheels churned wildly on the dry cement
floor. Then came a splintering crash as
the truck broke through the lower section
of the door. As the cab came through it
completely demolished the door. About
twenty feet outside, a large five-ton truck
stood parked with its emergency brake
tight.
When the doors gave way the first truck
surged ahead with great velocity and ran
straight for the other machine. My father
would have jumped clear, but he was hurt
and momentarily stunned by the blow.
However, he had enough presence of
mind to realize that if he stayed on the
truck he would surely be killed. Just before it hit he threw himself backward to
the ground. Fortunately he landed so that
the front wheels and springs straddled
him. The chassis was so low, however,
that it skinned him from his ankle to his
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5tandeth God
Within the Shadow

H. A. Roberts

During His Lifetime Dad Had Many Narrow Escapes. Soon He Began to Realize That It
Was the Power of God That Kept Him Alive and Brought Him Home Safely Each Evening
to His Family

By JOHN CRAIG
shoulder. With a loud crash the two
trucks met. The impact was so great that
the small truck bounced back far enough
for him to jump clear before it came on
him again. Then he moved so fast that he
was able to shut off the gas before it
could lurch forward again. And without
saying a word he fell in a heap on the
ground.
The manager, who had heard the crash,
came running from the back of the
garage and arrived just in time to pick dad
up. The other men still stood quietly, too
astonished to speak. Any one of them
could have stopped the truck before it
went through the door had they only
kept their wits about them. They were
sure that this was the end for my father,

but, fortunately, not one bone was broken.
He would not go to the hospital but insisted on going to his room. The following
day he was back on the job.
One day he was told to take a large
load of paper to Boston from the Haverhill
Paper Mills, which were on fire at the
time. He started out with an eleven-ton
load but was presently stopped by the
firemen and rerouted over a back road. He
did not want to take this back road, but
there was not much he could do about it.
Shortly he came to a bridge. Slowing
down to almost a complete stop, he started
across. Suddenly the truck began to sway
violently. The helper, immediately realizing what was happening, jumped out the
—Please turn to page 20
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Ralf Long Remembered the
Satisfactory Experiences and
Profitable Sales He Had Had
That Day as a Colporteux
in Switzerland

FEAR NOT:

For I Am With Thee
By LORNA SAVILLE

EAR God, please help me find a place

D to sleep tonight if it be Thy will.
Amen."
Thus saying, Ralf rose from his knees
and jumped on his bicycle. He was a
student colporteur in Switzerland; he was
very anxious to find a place to sleep that
night, for he knew that soon it would be
dark and cold on the mountain.
As he pedaled his bicycle along the
lonely mountain road, he was thinking
of the satisfactory experiences and profitable sales he had had that day. Soon he
saw lights twinkling in the distance, and
it made him happy to know that a village
was not too far away.
As soon as he reached the little community he jumped from his wheel and at
the first house inquired for a place to sleep.
"No, young man, we do not have an
extra bed, but we would be glad to have
you stay if we did," replied the man who
had answered his knock at the door.
From house to house went the youth
requesting a place to sleep, but no one
seemed to have a room for him. He was
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a little discouraged as he approached the
last house in the village; but nevertheless
after knocking he asked the occupant the
same question he had asked the previous
ones, and he received the same negative
answer.
"Do you know of any house in this
vicinity where I can stay tonight, sir ?"
asked Ralf. "I have inquired everywhere
in the village, but no one can keep me."
"Well," replied the man, "up on the
hill not far from town there is an old
empty house where you probably could
stay. Some say that it is haunted though,
so if you are afraid of ghosts, you had
better not go up there. Several people have
attempted to stay there all night, but all
of them have left before morning. It
seems that the ghosts frightened them in
the middle of the night, and they wasted
no time in getting away."
"Thank you, sir, for mentioning the
place to me. I am sure that I will have a
good night's rest there, because no ghost
can harm me as long as my Lord is with
me."

"You're welcome, and I hope you do
spend a comfortable night."
Not having had anything to eat since
noon, Ralf began to feel pangs of hunger
as he rode his bicycle up the hill to the
old house. He hoped that those who previously had been frightened away had left
some food there. If they had not, he probably would have to go hungry.
Approaching the dreary house, he began to feel a little frightened; then he
remembered the promise of the Lord,
"Fear not: for I am with thee."
He stepped on the first step of the porch
cautiously, because the boards did not
look as though they would hold his
weight. They did, however, and soon the
young colporteur was trying to open the
door. The latch was rusty, but he managed
to get it unfastened. As the door swung
open it gave a strange squeaky sound that
sent shivers up and down his spine.
He entered the house cautiously, so
that his eyes could become accustomed to
the darkness. He found that there were
a living room, two bedrooms, and a
kitchen on the first floor of the house. He
did not care to go upstairs to see what was
there.
On the cupboard in the kitchen he
found a candle and some matches. He
also found some food that the frightened
travelers had left in their haste to get
away from the ghosts. He chuckled to
himself at the thought that anyone would
be alarmed by such things as ghosts. But
he was glad that the travelers had left
their food behind, for he was very hungry.
After Ralf finished eating his supper
he took his Bible from his brief case and
studied his Sabbath school lesson by the
light of the candle.. Then he decided that
there was nothing else to do except retire.
He was glad that there were plenty of
covers on the bed, because it was beginning to get cold. He could hear the
wind blowing around the corners of the
old house and feel it coming up through
the cracks in the floor.
After taking his shoes off, Ralf knelt
down beside the bed and thanked God
for providing a place for him to sleep;
also he asked for Heaven's protection during the night. Then without undressing
he got into bed and pulled the covers up
over him.
After sleeping peacefully for about four
hours, Ralf was awakened suddenly by a
rattling noise. It sounded as though someone was dragging chains across the floor;
he wondered what was happening. As he
was thinking about the ghosts that had
frightened the other people who had tried
to stay in the house, a white figure appeared at the door. Sure enough, the
strange figure was dragging a chain behind as it walked slowly through the
room and then disappeared.
Ralf decided that he was going to throw
his shoe at the ghost if it came through
the room again. Putting all fears out of
—Please turn to page 19
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[NOTE.—Dr. Hewitt is giving a weekly temperance
broadcast over station KPOA, Honolulu, and we are
happy to have the privilege of passing along some of
the material thus given on the air, since it is very
much to the point, and is well illustrated by the
doctor's own experience.]
Y

CALLER early on Sunday mon-

M ing was a well-dressed, distinguishedlooking woman of about thirty-five with
just a trace of gray in her hair. I could
tell immediately that she was greatly
worried about something, and her first
words soon confirmed this suspicion.
"My name is Mrs. Ralph Wilson," she
began; "and I've heard from various
•sources of the good work of the Temperance League in reclaiming chronic alcohol
addicts. I'm afraid my husband comes into
this category, but he just can't help himself, it seems. He didn't come home ast
night, but this isn't at all an uncommon
occurrence when he's on a spree, so I
didn't worry unduly. However, he called
me early this morning from the police
station and wanted me to come down and
bail him out. He sounded badly confused
and incoherent, and I had difficulty understanding him—so much so that I asked to
talk to the sergeant in charge.
"The sergeant was sympathetic, but
said that he was sorry, it would be impossible to release my husband even if I
came down then, because he was extremely noisy and belligerent and would
probably cause a disturbance on the street
just as soon as he got out. The sergeant
said that in his opinion, based on long
experience in dealing with drunk cases,
my husband was on the verge of delirium
tremens and that he was just about ready
to send him to the Emergency Hospital
for observation and possible treatment. I
then asked the sergeant whether it would
be possible to bring in a private physician
to attend my husband; and after consulting his superior officer he said that it
would be permitted. He urged that this
be done right away, so here I am asking
your help, doctor," she concluded.
Now, my work with alcoholic patients
has taken me everywhere, from psychopathic wards to jails and hospitals, so I
did not find her request unduly disconcerting. I readily agreed to accompany her
and do what I could to help her wayward
husband.
En route to the police station Mrs.
Wilson supplied me with further details
concerning her husband.
"He's a fine man," she said, immediately adding, "when he's not drinking! But it seems as though the minute he
takes a drink some irresistible inner compulsion makes him keep going until he
either 'passes out' or lands in police custody as a drunk and disorderly person. He
has been in various sanitariums several
times for treatment of alcoholism and has
undergone almost every possible means of
alcoholic therapy available, including psychiatry, but all with only temporary success. In spite of his best intentions and
often-repeated promises, he sooner or
later goes back to drinking."
NOVEMBER 27, 1951

Zhe ;fifth greedom
From Jail to Sobriety With
Divine Help !
By DONALD W. HEWITT. M.D.
President and Medical Director of the Temperance League of Hawaii
"Well," I told her, "there isn't much
doubt in my mind, from the facts you
have just given me, that your husband is
a chronic alcohol addict, and unless something drastic is done soon he'll either go
insane or fill a drunkard's grave. I don't
wish to hurt your feelings in any way, but
I might as well tell you frankly that unless
your husband completely changes his
present mode of living, I don't hold out
much hope for him."
"Is there any way he can do that, doctor?" she asked eagerly.
"Yes, there is a way," I assured her;

"but your husband will first have to
realize that he is an alcohol addict. Then,
as step number two, he must further become aware of his own utter inability and
helplessness to battle the craving for booze.
Step number three, following logically,
requires that the alcohol addict turn over
his entire problem and its solution to the
Great Power above. This is the essence of
the Temperance League's program for the
alcohol addict, and has brought amazing
results to many men and women who
have honestly followed it."
I saw that we were now near the police

Russell M. Harlan, Artist
This Young Man, Who Once Had Been the Center of a Drunken Disturb.
ance, Now Seeks Divine Guidance Each Day for the Comfort and Assurance
He Had Long Sought in Vain
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station, so I parked my car and proceeded
with Mrs. Wilson to the receiving desk.
"I'm Dr. Hewitt," I told the sergeant on
cluty, "and I've —"
"Oh, yes, doctor," he replied instantly.
"Go right on up in the elevator over there.
The guards are expecting you in the cell
block."
We ascended in the elevator and
alighted at a floor that I saw was entirely
enclosed by gray steel bars. This, I decided,
must be the entrance to the cell block and
drunk tanks. A young sergeant who was
writing at a desk in the center of the room,
rose and asked, "Are you Dr. Hewitt?"

When I assured him that I was, he
said, "Please follow me, but the lady had
better wait here. We'll bring her husband
out in a few minutes.
"I don't want her to see him in his
present condition," the sergeant confided
to me as we walked along the steel-lined
corridor. "He's in pretty bad shape, and
maybe you can help him come out of it.
He couldn't have made it a block from
here without being picked up all over
again if we had let him go this morning.
Let me show you what I mean," he con,
tinued, pulling open a small barred peephole in one of the steel doors that lined the

"The Feminine Intensive"
IFFERENTIATION in treatment of the sexes seems to be rapidly disappearing

D under the pressure of our modern industrial and social economy. More and more
women are assuming places of leadership in government and business that puts them

on a par with men in similar positions. Even in mechanical operations women are
proving themselves capable of unique adaptabilities formerly thought attainable only
by men.
No longer do romantic writers picture women as stamping a dainty foot for
emphasis in expressing their demands or opinions. James Fenimore Cooper's fainting
females are outmoded as a character vogue in modern narrative. But the persistence
of what rhetoricians call "the feminine intensive" remains active in our language
patterns.
The tag is applied to such words as such, so, and too in the sense of very or
extremely. The usage has become a colloquial idiom, but careful writers avoid it by
supplying the manifest elision it suggests in each case.
These words when used as follows become a language affectation:
Father was so tired last evening.
I love you so.
You gave us such a lovely evening.
He is such a joker.
Your dress is just too lovely.
He has one of those even dispositions.
Charlie always has that stupid look.
All these constructions are incomplete. Whatever the colloquial standing they may
have acquired, it would be better to substitute adverbial or adjective elements in each
sentence so as to avoid the intensive, or extend the sentence with the missing elision.
For instance:
(1) Father was unusually tired last evening. Or: Father was so tired last evening
that he fell asleep at the dinner table.
(2) I love you very dearly. Or: I love you so much that I would make any sacrifice
for you.
(3) You gave us a lovely evening indeed. Or: You gave us such a lovely evening
that we shall never forget it.
(4) Your dress is extraordinarily charming. Or: Your dress is too lovely for common
housewear.
(5) He has a consistently even disposition. Or: He has one of those even dispositions one meets very rarely.
(6) Charlie always has an indescribably stupid look. Or: Charlie always has that
stupid look men sometimes have who are bound by endless routines.
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corridor. I glanced in and instinctively
recoiled in horror at what I saw. I made
out the forms of some ten or fifteen men
stacked like cordwood in a bare, narrow
cell with a concrete floor. There might
possibly have been more in an invisible
lower layer, but it would have required a
giant shoehorn to have crowded even one
more person in.
"That represents just last Saturday
night's crop of drunks, doctor," the sergeant explained as I surveyed the scene,
too overcome for comment. "Pretty soon
I'll put them in the big tank on the other
side, to let them think over what the judge
is going to hand them in court in the
morning. Drunks, drunks, drunks!" the
sergeant grumbled half to himself as he
stood by my side looking on disgustedly.
"That's about all we see around this place,
and sometimes it's just about enough to
drive me to drinking. But looking at it
from another angle," he continued half
philosophically, "it's sights like this that
keep me from ever wanting to experiment
with alcohol.
"But let's go in and see what Wilson's
doing," he said, unlocking a cell door a
little farther down the line. As he did so,
a tall, disheveled man in stained aloha
shirt and blue trousers, who had evidently
been sprawled out on top of the prostrate
and motionless forms of three fellow
drunks, staggered to his feet with an
animallike cry, and then screamed loudly:
"Let me out of here, you so-and-so's
[using profanity]. I got money downstairs, and I want to get out of this flea
trap and get a drink for these 'shakes' of
mine."
" 'Snakes,' you mean," remarked the
sergeant unsympathetically. "Come out
here, Wilson," he commanded. "The doctor wants to look you over."
The man squinted at me with suspicion
in his bleared, bloodshot eyes. "Sure you're
a doctor?" he queried hesitantly. "I'm no
guinea pig, and all I want is for somebody
to get me out of this dump."
"Let me give you this injection," I
said soothingly, "and then we'll take you
home." I noticed that he was trembling
violently and was seized by recurrent attacks of nausea. Shortly after he received
the injection he quieted down and became
drowsy.
"Instead of taking him home, on second
thought, I think I'll put him in the hospital for a few days," I said to the sergeant.
"Yes, put him in the psychiatric ward,"
replied the sergeant somewhat coldbloodedly. "He's kept everyone here
awake all night by his hollering and banging on the cell walls. The booze they sell
nowadays surely must be strong to make
a man lose his head like that," he concluded disgustedly.
Yes, the sergeant was right, and his
evaluation of alcohol as a destructive agent
was even more accurate than he realized.
Alcohol is a poison from any viewpoint-Please turn to page 17
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OU know, pastor, we're

having a lot of trouble with
Y
the authorities of a little town

not far from here. They are
persecuting our people. Some
of them are in jail right now."
These are the introductory remarks of our local pastor,
Daniel Landeros, as' I step off
the plane and meet him in the
waiting room of the airport.
A good Latin-American abPhotos Courtesy of the Author
razo (embrace) makes me feel
at home and among our own.
There is nothing that we
can do at the moment for our
unfortunate believers, so we
change the subject, and our
immediate concern is to find
a cool room in a cool hotel. A
By HENRY J. WESTPHAL
good friend, in his ancient car,
is here to take us around. He,
with another member of the
Not much is known about the remote
church, came over from a distant town me feel like King Neptune himself. I
just to greet me on my arrival. Merida is have crossed the equator several times, and early history of the Mayas. They lived in
the "end of the trail" for a great many old have discovered that the old mariner keeps the open with the clothes Mother Nature
cars. There are no highways that lead into himself pretty much under water. I can- originally gave them. They employed flint
this peninsula, even though there are good not blame him. It is too hot to come to the weapons, but had no pottery, no agriculroads inside this section of the country. surface, excepting to entertain the pas- ture, no domestic animals. They depended
entirely on wild game for their food.
All cars have to be brought in by boat, and sengers of some passing ship.
What kind of people are we going to
it costs a hundred dollars to ship one in
The mystery surrounding their origin
from Vera Cruz. So, once in, very few cars meet and work for? This is quite a has caused some fantastic theories to be
European city. Before air travel became brought forth. The writings of Homer,
ever get out of here again.
"Hold on, friend, I have no intention common, more Yucatan people knew Horace, and Plato give margin to the
of paying for the whole cost of an air Paris, Madrid, and Rome than their own vanished Atlantis hypothesis. Others see
conditioner for just one night's lodging!" capital, Mexico City. But in spite of the in them the lost tribes of Israel. But from
With that comment goes my hope of mixture of races and the dilution of race a close study of skulls and bones most
securing an air-conditioned room. No characteristics, the Maya traits are still scientists agree that they resemble the
other hotel has such modern conveniences. predominant: medium height, light- Mongolian races more than any others.
But after visiting several of them I finally brownish complexion, wide face with re- Did they cross the Bering Strait and come
pick the one that gives me a third-story ceding forehead and a hawk nose, eyes down through Alaska? The little that can
room, facing a small plaza, with plenty of black or topaz, and a certain agility in be deduced from folklore is that they
circulation of "fresh" air. It is all screened walking.
originated somewhere north of Mexico,
In preparing for such meetings it is and through two different migrations they
in. An electric fan helps to blow away the
perspiration, and a private shower makes well to know the kind of people to whom finally settled in Yucatan. One of these
you are going to preach, migrations followed along the coast of the
and to know how you Gulf of Mexico, and the other, coming
can best reach their down through the central plateau, or the
hearts. From past ex- west coast, finally made its way down to
perience in evangelistic Guatemala and parts of Central America,
work among fifteen or and then up the Caribbean coast line,
more different peoples, finally reaching the peninsula of Yucatan
I have discovered that also.
one way to "take" with
Corn has been and still is their staff of
them is to know some life. Through its abundance great cities
of their history, social rose; but when rains failed and Mother
and religious back- Earth could not produce the golden grain,
ground, and to be able these cities had to be abandoned, and now
to make Christianity ap- have become the delight of archaeologists.
pealing to their way of Corn is going to have an important part
life.
to play in my evangelistic lectures!
The knowledge of astronomy possessed
A Typical Yucatan Hut,
Maya Style
by these Mayas is supposed to have far

Days of Preparation
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surpassed that of the Egyptians. Bishop
Landa (more of him later) haO. described
the Mayan calendar with its combination
of day names and month names and numbers—a calendar so perfectly developed
that no date can be cnistaken for any other
throughout a long period of years. In the
Maya calendar the solar year of 3651/4
days was divided in groups Of 20 days
each, as nearly as this could be done under
the vigesimal system. The result was the
division of the yearAnto 18 "months" of
20 days each, bringing a total of 360 slays
plus a five-day "week" at the end of each
year, completing the solar year of 365 days.
The remaining one-fourth day was adjusted at convenient intervals.
I wonder whether the present generation of these Mayas realize thin they are

supposed to have known a great deal about
this subject. I shall feel them out.
The Mayas' hieroglyphic writing was
the only original graphic system produced in America. Their religion was
intimately connected with fecundity or
phallic adoration, symbolized by the snake.
In this we have abandant material to
touch on in our meetings.
The ancient Mayas were a warlike
people. They conquered lands far to the
south. Like the Phoenicians, they were
maritime traders, sailing in large canoes
to Cuba, Puerto Rico, Haiti, and other
islands.
Just as Rome and Athens succumbed to
the pressure of barbarians, so these sons of
corn had to retreat from the conquered
lands. They concentrated in the peninsula
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By DELMAR T. BURKE

IDN'T you go for the free airplane

D excursion this morning out to the
swamps?" asked a friend of mine in the
garage at Maun, Bechuanaland, when I
wanted to know what the South African
Force planes were doing in this out-of-theway place here in Central Africa.
"No, I didn't know anything about such
a chance. How I wish I had known!" I
answered.
"Yes, they took all the grown-up Europeans this morning, and this afternoon
they plan to take the children," he told me.
"Maybe I can persuade them that I am
one of the children, Mr. Kays; what do
you think?" I suggested.
"I couldn't go this morning, and they
promised to let me go with the children,
so maybe they will let you go too. Let's
go now and see the officer in command,"
he urged.
With that we went to the hotel where
the airmen were getting their needed
approval. Both of us greatly desired to go
mainly for the chance of taking photographs of the many animals in the
swampy regions lying about twenty-five
miles west and north of Maun and containing thousands of acres of swampland.
Upon my introduction to the officer in
charge and an explanation of my desire
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to get aerial photographs of the animal
life, he readily gave permission for me to
make the flight and added, "You may sit
right in the cockpit with the pilot and
tell him exactly where you want to go."
Like any one of the impatient children,
I could hardly wait for the time set for
the take-off. I spent much of the interim
reading up on aerial photography and
making sure that all my equipment was
in readiness. When the time came late in
the afternoon, which was so arranged in
order to avoid some of the heat, I was one
of the first at the airport.
The ship was a big twin-motor plane
with plenty of power and speed. Several
grown-up persons who did not get to go
in the morning climbed on board, while
some who had gone before found excuse
to go again "to look after the children." I
was indeed thrilled as I sat down beside
the pilot and the powerful engines roared
to life and prepared for the take-off.
My first shots were of the mission
station and the new church under construction as we sped over it at low altitude
just after leaving the airport. The pilot
immediately swung to the right, and in
only a few minutes we could see the
swamps in the distance. He knew where
the game was to be found in greatest

of Yucatan, whose geological and geographical conditions offered them protection against the invaders. Within this
great peninsula the Mayas flourished century after century, independent and in the
vanguard of New World civilization.
But their golden age came to an abrupt
ending. Among the causes was the revolt
of the masses against the ruling priest
class. Small and selfish leaders rose
throughout the length and breadth of
Yucatan, forever fighting among themselves. In addition to the breaking down of
organized government, other disasters,
such as droughts, diseases, and locust
plagues, helped to extinguish the flourishing Mayan culture. With the death of
the ruling priest clas's, the peasants re-Please turn to page 18

abundance, and as we neared that place
we began to lose altitude until we were
within 150 feet of terra firma. With the
great roaring giant clipping along at two
hundred miles an hour, the animals were
stirred into teeming activity. Huge herds
of the great African buffalo thundered
this way and that as they sought hiding
from the intruder. Groups of giraffe,
stretching their long necks to full length,
galloped in all directions; and small
steinbok, reedbuck, impala, and others
dashed about everywhere, not only for
fear of the big "bird," but to stay out of
the way of the larger animals. Snorting
wildebeest ran in a zigzag way while
switching their long tails as always. A
herd of eland dashed headland into a
deep swamp where the hungry crocodiles
waited for just such a chance.
As we zoomed back and forth, round
and round, I was busy clicking my camera,
with the telephoto lens trained on the
best shots one could ever imagine. Here I
was right out in the nose of this big airship and many times within four hundred
feet of the game, with nothing to obstruct
my view. How thrilled I was to get 35
mm. color photos that I could share with
others! Though I was too busy taking
snaps to see all the details of the panorama
below, some reported seeing even lions
and hyenas. There were also the hippos in
the green waters below, bobbing up and
blowing a spray from their oversized
snouts.
The flight time passed all too quickly
for me, and soon we were winging our
way back toward Maun. Some of those
who became desperately airsick might
not feel as I do about it, but I say that it
was a chance of a lifetime.
As I stepped down from the plane I
expressed my sincere appreciation to the
officer in charge for a perfect sortie over
the Ngamiland swamps with all their
wonders and thrills.
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR
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UNDAY, S-u-n-d-a-y. Where did I see
it?" I mumbled to myself.
The pages of Hurlburt's Story of the
Bible flew as I leafed back and forth,
eagerly searching.
"This is strange. What will the young
minister think? I promised him a statement. Now I can't even find it!"
Gradually the pages moved slower and
By ZELLA
slower as I scanned each one carefully.
"Sunday is the Sabbath! Haven't I just
read about it," I assured myself, "in a story
Some faces shone with eager curiosity;
to my second-grade children? Oh, here it
is! The Resurrection Story.' Sunday is many eyes sparkled with interest. To some
kept as the Sabbath in honor of Christ's it was all an interesting revelation to do
nothing about, but to others it demanded
resurrection.'
"That doesn't sound very convincin," a decision. They looked troubled.
Mrs. Crawford, sitting next to me,
I thought as I brushed a wayward lock out
of my eyes and fastened it securely with a lightly placed her hand on mine.
"Why wrinkle your forehead? You'll
bobby pin. The young minister had told
us that that was a reason people gave for spoil your beauty," she said jokingly.
"I'm worried," I admitted. "He sounds
keeping Sunday; but that the custom had
really sprung from tradition, not from the so convincing. I was certain my texts in
favor of Sundaykeeping would be unanBible.
I had talked a lot at the last Bible study. swerable. But all of them have been exWouldn't I feel dreadfully foolish attend- plained except one."
"Why not read him that one?" she
ing another one without some proof that
whispered.
Sunday is the Sabbath?
But I had decided never to mention it.
I closed the book and, leaning back in
my chair, gazed absently at the ceiling. I would cling to it. It would be my reason
"Certainly the Methodist bishops would for keeping Sunday.
The cuckoo clock on the wall struck
have told us if Saturday is the Sabbath,"
I mused. "It doesn't seem reasonable t tat nine. Mr. Birney closed his Bible with a
one man is right and the whole wo ld sober, kind expression on his face.
"Do you feel that what I have presented
wrong."
The penetrating shrill of the mill whistle to you tonight is true?" he inquired with
came as a surprise. It was midnight—time an appealing look in his soft brown eyes.
"Yes, as far as you have gone." Mr.
to hurry off to bed. Monday would be a
busy day with my forty-two children. But
after school I would study the Sabbath
question from the Bible, where I would She Was Certain That There Is Ample Proof in
the Bible That Sunday Is the God-appointed
find plenty of proof for my reasoning.
Day of Worship
It was the next Tuesday evening. ThirtyH. A. Roberts
five friends and neighbors had filled the
spacious living room at the Crawford
home before Mr. Birney, the young minister, arrived. Scholarly, refined, and c ignified, he seemed the very essence of ministerial efficiency as he entered the room.
He was twenty-seven years old, of medium
height, and rather stout. He had friendly
brown eyes and black wavy hair. With his
usual impressive smile he greeted us as he
took his place beside Mr. Crawford. They
talked for a bit while several of us discussed in earnest undertones the points
presented in the previous study.
A hush of expectancy swept the group
as he rose and stood silently for a moment,
scanning the faces before him. He spoke
quietly but in an earnest, impressive manner as he asked us to bow our heads.
As he began the study Mr. Birney held
a black, flexible leather Bible in his hand.
It seemed to open automatically to the v ry
chapters and verses he wished to read. At
times we wondered whether he was re ding or quoting, he knew the texts so well.
He read and explained 1 Corinthians 16:2
and Acts 20:7. Those were the verses I was
going to read to him as proof that Sunday
is the Sabbath!
NOVEMBER 27, 1951
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Crawford was speaking. "But there is one
verse that tells me you may keep one day
and I may keep another, and we will both
be right." Turning to Colossians 2:16, Mr.
Crawford read slowly, "Let no man
therefore judge you in meat, or in drink,
or in respect of an holyday, or of the new
moon, or of the sabbath days.' "
That was my text, my very own—the
one I was clinging to! But I couldn't help
listening. Within five minutes Mr. Birney
had taken away from me the final text. I
was convinced.
"Wuh-whoo! wuh-whoo!" shrilled the
whistle as the train glided swiftly over the
tracks. Only three more hours and I would
be home—home for the holidays, home
for the first time since attending those interesting Bible studies. I had heard all
about the seventh-day Sabbath and the
mark of the beast. Now my parents must
hear about it too. I would tell them everything.
I placed my bag on the seat beside me
and drew the shade to keep out the noon-
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day sun. I looked at the assortment of
small books I had packed the very last
thing. The Christian Sabbath would
answer any questions I could not explain.
The little book Satan told about the beginning of evil. Steps to Christ, The Bible
Made Plain, The Diseases of Food Animals—yes, mother and dad would read
and appreciate all of them. Oh, I could
hardly wait!
Fellow passengers whiled the time away
by reading newspapers and magazines or
by eating dry ham sandwiches, sold to
them by the vendor, while I reviewed the
points of doctrine in the new religion I
had for mother and dad. The western
shadows lengthened as the cold winter sun
neared the horizon.
"Akron, Akron is the next station stop,"
called the conductor. It was 5:15. The

train was running on schedule. One more
stop, and I would be home. Dad would
meet the train in his shiny, black car. It
would be so good to see him after three
months. Pulling into the station and finding dad scanning each coach window carefully to locate me always made my heart
beat a little faster. We would have so much
to talk about. Had he decided on mother's
Christmas gift? Was it the new electric
sewing machine she had been wanting?
Had Mabel Brown, next door to us, gone
to Florida for the holidays? I would see
many familiar faces as we drove the four
miles to our country home.
Mother would probably stay at home
and put the finishing touches on dinner,
piling heaps of white frosting on layers of
rich chocolate cake. She would be sure to
have corn bread and maybe plum pie—

XPELLED
By ALICE LOUISE TENSEN

ORD reached me at lunch via the

W grapevine that Ellen had been expelled from school. Expelled! How that
word cut into my mind, exposing thoughts
and memories buried nearly eight years.
Hastily I finished lunch and walked toward Ellen's first-floor room. I tried to
remember what I knew of her. I was
monitor of first floor; she a problem. Full
of energy, always into mischief, noisy,
but surely not a bad girl. I knew little
of her background and home life. She
was an academy sophomore; I a college
junior. Even though we were not well
acquainted I felt a bit of kinship. Perhaps
I saw in her much of my own careless
freshman days.
Silently I prayed that God would put
the right words in my mouth; that somehow I could make her see that this was not
the end for her, but rather the beginning,
if she related herself to the experience as
a sensible girl should. Would I find her
bitter and defiant, discouraged, or with a
don't-care attitude?
I knocked. No answer. I knocked again,
and heard a faint, "Come."
The room was complete confusion, a
practical illustration, perhaps, of the chaos
I knew must exist in Ellen's mind. She
was seated on the bed, a picture of dejection. I sat down beside her and said,
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"Ellen, I'm very sorry about your trouble.
Is there anything I can do?"
She shook her head no.
"I want you to know, Ellen, that regardless of what you have done you may
count me your friend." No response. I
searched hastily for something to arouse
her interest.
In encouraging others it seldom helps
to tell of personal mistakes. It is better,
rather, to point them to Jesus, the magic
cure for all mistakes. But however trite,
the exception proves the rule. I needed
something startling. I hesitated only a
moment, then decided. "You know, Ellen, I too was expelled from school once."
"You?" she asked doubtfully.
"Yes. So I know exactly how you feel."
"0 Lucille!" she cried brokenly, "if
I had only listened. I am so glad you
have come. I was just thinking of the
easiest way to die when you knocked. I
can't stand the disgrace. I know I deserve
it. I've been disciplined many times. The
faculty have been patient. I've had many
warnings. Something has kept driving me
on. How can I ever tell mother?"
Then there came to light a sad and
too-familiar story—a divided home, a
drinking and profane father, a kind
mother burdened with care and responsibility, divided discipline.

they were favorites of mine. After the
dishes were washed we would sit down
by the fire in the living room. The crackle
of the wood burning and the soft rays of
the big china lamp, all painted with red
rosebuds, would make a perfect setting in
which I could tell them about the Sabbath.
"I'm not letting a daughter tell me what
day to keep for the Sabbath." Mother was
tense as she spoke. A sickening feeling
crept over me. The third angel's message
was wonderful as the minister explained
it to me. Why would mother not let me
read it to her from the Bible? Why had
dad gone to bed so early? Mother was
upset and bitter as she said, "You have
been led astray by some false preacher."
She turned the lights out without another
word.
—Please turn to page 18

My heart ached for the girl. We talked a
long time, and I told her a bit of my life
—how I had determined to succeed despite my serious failure. I told her that
one or two or even three mistakes are not
the end of usefulness; but that it is true,
if once we take the wrong road, it will
mean a long, hard struggle back to the
right one.
I advised her to stay out of school for a
year and find herself work, hard work,
then to come back or apply for entrance
to another academy. I helped her complete
the packing. She promised to write.
I heard from her occasionally as the
months went by. She had a part-time job
and was saving her earnings. I wrote often
to encourage her.
The following September I received a
card saying she was at Pine Glenn Academy. Her letters came less frequently but
were more serious. One day I received a
very happy letter; Ellen had been baptized. Time went swiftly. A position of
responsibility came to me. With the rush
of everyday living correspondence was
neglected. In May I received Ellen's graduation announcement. With congratulations I sent her the book The Life That
Wins, by Matilda Erickson Andross.
Years went by, and I lost track of Ellen. Then one summer while on vacation
I attended a small Seventh-day Adventist
church. Who should be Sabbath school
secretary but Ellen! But a very different
Ellen. She carried that sweet, confident
look of a completely surrendered Christian. We had much to discuss. Her little
cottage home was beautiful. I met her husband, a sincere, serious young man active
in the Lord's work. It was a happy home.
That evening in my room I gratefully
thanked the Father above for His special
watch over the Ellens everywhere, for
changing our defeats to victories.
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR
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church school that
I once existed had been
closed for six years when
an energetic young minister was appointed by the
conference to take over and
care for this district. He
was enthusiastic, full of
vigor, courageous, and had
a smile for everyone. One
of his first decisions was to
establish a church school. "If a church is
to grow and prosper, there must be a
church school," was his statement. So,
full of youth and life, he began to lay
plans for his little church, but the obstacles
that he had to encounter were by no means
few.
All the. church members were not in
favor of the proposed little school. Why?
All kinds of reasons were given. Some
lived too far and had no way of getti g
their children there. The cost would
too much. Who would build and take
care of the fires? Who would shovel a
path when it snowed? "Having a school
is such a headache," was the comment of
one. Thank God, though, there were a
faithful few.
When two families living forty miles
away heard of the new plan they moved
into the vicinity so that they might put
their children in a Christian school. The
Burns family, who had been obliged to
leave their home to go to the city and rent
an apartment each school year so that
their child might be in a Christian sch6D1,
said they would remain at home and their
girl would attend. There was promise of
at least seven pupils for the school in
spite of others who should be in attendance but whose parents did not realize the
value of church schools over public schools.

Does Church School Pay?
By ALTA MAE PERKINS

Mrs. Preston was very much concerned
about the school project. Her intense desire was that her boy and girl might attend. At times she was fearful that the
school plans would fall through, but she
prayed that the church school might materialize.
She had a neighbor who had attended
church when she was a little girl, for her
mother was a Seventh-day Adventist, but
she had never had the privilege of going
to church school. Consequently she was no
longer a church member. One day the
two women were talking together, and
Mrs. Preston mentioned the prospective
school to this neighbor, Mrs. Andrews.
"Every Seventh-day Adventist child
should attend a Seventh-day Adventist
school if he is to grow up in the church,"
was her surprising observation.
"I am so afraid something will happen
and they won't have the school," fearfully
mused Mrs. Preston.
"Of course there'll be a school! Otherwise you and the Saunders wouldn't have
moved here. God directed you in this,
I believe."
"Oh, for a faith like that of Mrs.
Andrews," thought Mrs. Preston. "The
church needs her and she needs the
church." And so a burden for this friend's
conversion began to grow.

Mrs. Andrews' boy, Earl, tall for his six
and a half years, would be starting school
in the fall. If only she would send him to
church school! Yes, he must be in attendance in that little schoolroom in the white
church on the hill.
"Would you consider sending Earl to
church school, and if so, how much would
you be willing to pay?" Hopefully Mrs.
Preston raised the question.
"Why, yes, I would send him if the cost
isn't more than two dollars a week."
Mrs. Preston's heart took a joyful bound.
The tuition was three dollars a week, but
perhaps the school board would let him
come for less. It would help fill the little
school. So she went straight to the
minister.
"Pastor Grant, I've been talking to Mrs.
Andrews, and she will send Earl if the tuition isn't more than two dollars a week.
Do you think the school board would let
him come for that amount?"
"I don't know, but I will present the
matter to them, and in the meantime we
can pray about it."
It was the night before the opening of
school that the school board decided to
accept Earl as a pupil for two dollars a
week. With a heart full of gratefulness
Mrs. Preston informed her neighbor. However, Earl's father had yet to be convinced
that his son should
attend the newly established school. The
matter was discussed
over the Andrews'
breakfast table the
next morning.
"They'll let Earl
attend school for two
dollars a week. Shall
we send him?" Mrs.
Andrews' question to
her husband was
hesitant.
"It's for you to decide," he replied.
And then after a
little more thought,
"No, I think he'd
better go to public
school." As he left
—Turn to page 20
H. M. Lambert
"Every Seventh-day Adventist Child Should Attend an Adventist School
if He Is to Grow Up in
the Church," Was Mrs.
Andrews' Surprising Observation
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CTUDY to shew thyself approved unto
God, a workman that needeth not to
be ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truth."
Not ldng ago I had the pleasure of finding the world's most powerful slogan. It
was not one of these long, wordy quotations you see framed in fancy border on
the back of a medical trade journal or
history magazine. It was one word:
THINK
It was framed in the convention booth
of International Business Machines in New
York City during the recent convention
of the Association for the Advancement
of Science. Turning to the salesman on
duty, I asked him if he knew how that
slogan originated.
"No, I do not," he replied courteously,
"but our president, Mr. Thomas J. Watson, could tell you."
"Does he live in New York?" I asked,
and was informed that he did.
That evening I called Mr. Watson's
home. The butler answered the telephone,
asking my name and business. Then I
talked to Mrs. Watson, and finally to Mr.
Watson himself. When I told him I should
like to hear the story of the genesis of
"Think," he was pleased.
"Can you come to my office tomorrow
at eleven?"
"Assuredly," I said.
The next day found me standing in the
lobby of the International Business Machines world headquarters trying to explain to a bewildered secretary that I had
an appointment with the chairman of the
board of IBM.
"I don't see you listed on my appointment calendar, Dr. Fox," she said apologetically; "but you go up to the seventeenth floor and ask the secretary there if
you can see Mr. Watson."
Arriving on the designated floor, I got
the same story from another courteous
young woman, who, however, invited me
into a spacious Early American library to
wait for Mr. Watson's personal secretary.
Finally, after I had worked my way up to
his private waiting room, Mr. Watson, a
well-preserved, polished, and quiet gentleman, greeted me and ushered me into his
board room.
For an hour and a half we talked of his
rise to world fame and international fortune. And behind his eminent success was
the one word:
THINK
On his desk was a large plaque in glistening white and black letters—a quotation of Nicholas Murray Butler's, the only
man who had a longer biographical sketch
than Mr. Watson in Who's Who in
America. The words were to the effect
that men will go to any length to avoid
the hard wofk of thinking.
Illustrating this with the genesis of the
slogan "Think," Mr. Watson said, "One
Address delivered to the preclinical-division students in
the College of Medical Evangelists School of Medicine at
their chapel hour.
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cold and gray morning in Dayton, Ohio,
the sales force and advertising men of the
National Cash Register Company were
gathered in a sales promotion meeting."
The progress was nil. No one had any
ideas. Watson, seeing that nothing was
happening, turned around to the men and
said, "Gentlemen, the trouble with us is
that we aren't thinking!" and told one of
the men to put the word THINK in large
letters on the platform.
Next morning when the meeting convened the word THINK was stretched
across the platform in three-foot-high letters. The president of the National Cash
Register stepped into the room.
"Who put that sign up there?" he asked.
"I did," Watson admitted.
"That's the best slogan I've ever seen.
Before noon I want that on every desk
and in every office of this company."
And because NCR had its own printing
plant, the command became an accomplished fact before noon. And things began
to roll at National Cash Register, when its
men began to think.
Before long, Mr. Watson began thinking on his own. He left the National Cash
Register Company, and with only a few
time clocks, about four hundred employees, and some borrowed capital,
started his own firm, which later became
International Business Machines.
Today the world organization of IBM
stands as concrete evidence of what can
happen when men THINK! Its sales force
numbers thirty thousand, and is scattered
round the globe. Its patents and new machines are countless. And it contributed
heavily in machines and know-how to
winning the second world war, for it
manufactured nearly one billion dollars'
worth of arms and munitions during war
years.
Now Mr. Thomas J. Watson, a strong
believer in world trade and world peace,
is thinking along constructive lines for
world peace. A born salesman, active and
alert at seventy-six, he does not smoke, and
is an immaculately groomed gentleman.
"When a man thinks," says Mr. Watson, "he can't throw his feet up on a desk
and gaze out a window. That's a fine way
to relax, but it is not conducive to thought.
The idea that creative genius is produced
in swivel chairs and ivory towers is wrong.
A man must think with a pencil and a pad
in his hand. Doing so keeps his thoughts
aligned and captures them for future reference. A straight-backed chair, with no
soft cushions and no lounging postures, is
best for thinking."

UILD

Eva Luoma

By J. DEI.A
Editor, "1
To you, men of medicine—doctors in
the making—I should like to recommend
a few hints on study and how to make the
most of your brain waves. Your work here
at Loma Linda, at White Memorial Hospital, and in the future practice of medicine will largely involve mental work, not
physical; therefore, you should develop
and train your brain as systematically and
effectively as a heavyweight champion
trains his biceps and fists for a fight.
The reason you are here in medicine
today is that you have proved yourself to
be a thinker. You have passed admirably
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR

I think of the youngest corporation
president in America, Charles H. Percy, of
Bell & Howell photographic equipment
fame. At twenty-nine he is one of America's leading personalities. But if he were
not of top caliber, do you think he would
stay there? And do you think he landed
on top through the bumps that came with
growth? He was with the company for
twelve years. He came up through its
which, thanks to Ralph Parlette, the famed training school.
The worst thing that can happen to anychautauqua lecturer of a bygone day, may
convince you that these studies are vital. body is to be artificially boosted up into
As Parlette was walking by the fruit some place where he rattles.
Although the beans and walnuts cannot
stand of a railroad station one day, he
noticed that all the big apples on the stand change their size, you and I.can; and if we
were on top of the barrel. He thought the wish to change our place, we must change
seller was a crook. He put his best on top. our size. For each of us is unconsciously
But not long after that Parlette drove a holding his place or going up or going
barrel of apples over a corduroy road, and down. Even to hold our place, we must
he found that all the big apples worked to hold our size.
One of the common causes of psychoto the top of the barrel, the little ones to
neuroses today is the attempt of many
the bottom.
Going further, he combined a bottle of to fill places that are too big for them. The
walnuts and beans. When he shook them frustration that follows the anxiety caused
a bit he found that the walnuts always by attempting to "keep up with the
came to the top and the beans went to the Joneses," or to fool the public, is resulting
bottom. The little ones go down; the big in mental and physical breakdown.
ones go up. They do it automatically. Not
Notice that as we shook the jar it was
one bean asks, "Which way do I go?" And the bump that made the "luck." The bump
not one walnut asks, "Which way do to the little fellows was bad luck; the
bump to the big ones was good luck. Luck
I go?"
Now, suppose these can talk, and a little does not depend on the direction of the
bean says, "How about putting me up bump but on the size of the fellow being
on top with the big boys?" So you put him bumped.
up; but as the bottle shakes, down he falls.
As a doctor you will have only your
He is not big enough to stay on top.
brain and your hands for making your
That is one reason why we must pre- way in the world. The development of
pare, must grow mentally: so we will be your brain will make you grow and will
able to stay on top once we get the chance be the factor that will make you bigger,
to rise. That is why we must study bac- better, and a top-flight figure instead of
teriology, pathology, and pharmacology. a cellar item.
Within your skull is the world's most
Without them we would be lost when we
get to the Los Angeles division and some delicate telephone system, with its four
professor asks us, "What bacteria causes hundred billion cell connections. Just what
Friedlander's pneumonia? What is the makes thought, we do not know, but we
best drug for treating malaria? Which do know a few facts about getting maxiantibiotic would you use for tuberculosis?" mum efficiency and effectiveness from our
So the only way for the little fellow to brains. Because only 10 per cent of these
rise is to grow bigger. As the barrel shakes, four hundred billion cells will ever be
he rises, he climbs. Do not feel, then, that used, we have lots of room for expansion,
this part of your education is unimportant. for growing bigger.
There are many who go through life
It is the part that will guarantee your future; so study here, not for an examina- using perhaps only one per cent of their
tion, not just for today or for tomorrow's brain cells. They are just sitting and waitnickel quiz, but to stow away the facts ing for someone to lift them up and put
for future use on a patient. The accumu- thoughts in their heads, rather than shaklated knowledge you are putting away will ing their own jars, and bringing the big
someday all fit together into a personality thoughts out.
Too many of us have the small idea that
that will save lives.
The jostling we get in examinations and we have to have a postgraduate course or
the hard knocks and trials in life are the become specialists before we can think or
shaking process which puts us in our place. before others will give attention to our
The same law that shakes the little beans thoughts. Medical students, dentists, and
down shoves the walnuts up, and each into interns are among our great men who have
the place he fits in the barrel of life; it is brought advances to medicine, without the
sending small people down, great people diploma, mind you, simply because they
up. So you see how foolish it would be for were willing to think.
Charles H. Best, the codiscoverer of
us to be lifted up to a high place before
we are ready. We would simply shake insulin, was a medical student only
back down to the position where we twenty-one years old when he joined
Banting to help in the experiments at the
belong.

URRAIN

id

FOX, M.D.
Health"
the •premedical course and the first few
months of medicine. You are to be commended, for you are the cream of American young manhood. Only one boy in a
thousand is capable of becoming a doctor,
and as you sit in your seat today you represent that one top man in a thousand.
You are here for the purpose of growing
mentally. Before you can take your place
among the 150,000 doctors of America,
you have to grow. You may ask, "What's
this bacteriology good for?" or "Why do
we have to sweat over neuroanatomy?"
Let me give you a little illustration,
NOVEMBER 27, 1951
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University of Toronto. It seems that
Banting was terrified at the thought of
biochemical determinations in connection
with his research, so Professor MacLeod
suggested Charles Best, who had not finished his medical education but who was
an excellent biochemist and a demonstrator
in the physiology laboratory. Rather than
take a summer vacation, he joined Banting, for practically no pay, to work on the
experiments that finally led to the saving
of hundreds of thousands of lives.
Charles Best did not have to have a postgraduate course to help make one of the
world's greatest discoveries. He was willing to think even though just a student.
It was in Sir William Osler's early medical schooldays that he developed habits of
writing and thinking that later made him
eminent as America's most widely read,
quoted, and beloved professor of medicine.
Even today he is looked upon as the father
of American medicine—yet he accomplished what he did because he was willing
to think with a pen and paper in hand.
And he did not wait until he had a postgraduate course before writing.
Do not think that simply because you
are sitting in a seat in a medical school
you have an automatic option on medical
advancement. Remember William Morton
built up a background for his discovery of
ether anesthesia although he was not a
surgeon. He studied medicine at Harvard
Medical School, but finally became a
dentist. He devised a method for putting
in artificial teeth. When he found that this
required the painful extraction of the roots
of the teeth, he used sulfuric ether locally
to minimize the pain. Later, with Dr.
John Warren, of Harvard, he used it first
on a patient during a surgical operation.
He was willing to think; and putting his
thoughts into action, he gave the world a
product that has saved it from pain and
suffering untold.
John Keats, the most beloved poet of his
time before he died of tuberculosis at the
tender age of twenty-six, was a medical
student, an intern, and a surgeon. However, he did not wait for a postgraduate
course before writing poetry. While yet an
intern he yearned for a poetical career as a
sick eagle pines for the blue sky. Finally
getting release, he was free to write, and
left with the world some of its most beautiful literature.
Keats' experience points up the idea that
your thinking need not be lopsided. Shake
it up a bit! The greatest weakness of doctors today is that mentally they are in a
rut. They cannot maintain a conversation
unless it is on a medical subject. They are
actually on an illiterate level regarding the
activities of this vital world in which they
live. They have such a lack of interest in
anything outside medicine that they are
apt to lose their own battle for today's way
of practicing their profession.
Take time for a little nonmedical reading and thinking—become a well-balanced
person by balancing your mental food. The
PAGE 14

brain nourished on a one-food diet, just as
a body supplied with one food alone, soon
becomes malnourished, and runs quickly
into a vitamin deficiency. The ultimate
result is mental sickness.
How can you balance your thinking?
First, put spiritual things first, and other
study will come more easily. The Good
Book says, "Seek ye first the kingdom of

K-E-W-CO-W-E0-(*(a-a÷(0-E0-EEC-W-K-4-(%

etetaia, .Cal
By MILDRED WOOD HARRIS
I saw the gold of autumn,
The red of sunset glow,
A purple dawn, the starshine,
A silver moon swing low.
I heard a mocker singing,
The call note of a frog;
I warmed me by my fire
And watched a burning log.

Ea-W-M-K-E-C-a-E0-CEE-E0-Ca (CC (<C C(< EE(-E0God . . . ; and all these things shall be
added unto you." A few quiet moments
for meditation, the Morning Watch, and
the morning prayer for grace and power
will do much to bolster you for the day.
Take time to think of God, and relax a
bit, and recall how fortunate you are to
be here in Loma Linda, numbered among
these one-in-a-thousand cream-line boys.
Second, do a little thinking on cultural
subjects. Read a good book or magazine
article. The break in routine will increase
your efficiency rather than reduce it.
Do some social thinking. Get together
with the other students and talk on politics, social problems, or how to build a
boat—anything off the subject of medicine
—for a few minutes each day. This helps
to avoid the all-medicine rut, which makes
doctors such poor mixers socially. After all,
you must remember that you will be a
social being when you leave medical
school, and if you let your personality degenerate while here, you will be a lopsided
doctor. All knowledge and no finesse is
not the answer.
In your study hours get a mental picture. Do not become a memory specialist.
The lad who can rattle off the words one-

two-three but who fails to get a threedimension mental picture of what he is
studying is not studying correctly. Study
with the future in mind, and correlate
your thinking with what has gone before
and what will come after. By actually
seeing subjects in your mind you will remember them. One picture is worth a
thousand words and will be remembered
a thousand times as long.
The studying at Loma Linda is vital,
so if you are to get the most from your
brain, you must not blister it with long
hours of white-hot study without sleep or
rest. You will blow a fuse or burn out a
connection if you do.
Get a rhythm to your life—study, relax,
study, exercise, study, sleep. Study systematically, regularly, and break your study
with relaxing moments. Twenty minutes
is about as much as your brain can stand
of intensive study. Then for the sake of
your eyes, ease up. Take, a stroll, get a
drink of water, stretch, or lie down on the
couch. Let your thoughts freshen up for
the next twenty-minute stretch.
Study is like hiking. You would not get
to the top of the mountain if you hiked
away as hard as you could without rest.
Your heart would soon give out. Neither
will you get to the top of the medical degree if you neglect the vital relaxation
periods.
Daily exercise, even if just a walk, long
enough to warm you up, will do much to
freshen your brain cells and circulate
newly oxygenated blood. If you find you
are struggling on a subject, get up and go
for a brisk walk. It will do wonders for
you, and when you return you will find
that your subject opens up with new
vision.
While in medical school I had a daily
routine that I did not vary from except in
emergency. After the last class I would
take a swim, go for a walk, or play a little
tennis. I might glance through a book
before supper, but usually not. The evening meal was a light one, of such foods
as cottage cheese, fruit, milk, and toast.
After my wife and I had eaten, we would
go for a long walk. She would hold notes
on my studies, and I would go over them,
with her correcting me if I failed to recall
the origin or insertion of a muscle, for
instance.
After our walk I would sit down to the
books. With a straight-backed chair and a
good light, I went at it in twenty-minute
stretches until 10 P.M. When my favorite
news commentator came on I would close
my books, no matter what examination
was scheduled next day. I do not recall
studying after ten on any night while in
Loma Linda, even before big examinations
such as the gross anatomy final. It paid off
too. I am sure the rhythm and regularity
of this daily program was the secret.
I recall a classmate who would study
haphazardly. He would rush around a bit
evenings, letting his books go until ten or
—Please turn to page 17
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NE Wednesday morning of the Welc

of Prayer the speaker brought a mesO
sage concerning stealing and restitution
which struck at my inmost self. Somewhere deep in my heart a change had been
taking place. I cannot tell you when it
began, but it must have started three years
before when the pastor of our church
preached on restitution of things stolen.
There was good reason for this respone
in my heart, for I had once entered a wellknown chain of stores and had stolen—indirectly. Let me tell you how it all
happened.
About five years previous to this Week
of Prayer, I entered the hardware sectinn
of the big utility store, hoping to buy a
pair of wire cutters and a pair of longnosed pliers. I had only a dollar and fifty
cents, but I had been told that would be
enough. In eager anticipation I rushed to
the counter, since those were the only
I
tools I needed to assemble the radio
had just received. My heart sank to the
soles of my feet when I saw the price tags
—one dollar and forty-nine cents apiece.
Turning around, I was just about to leave
when I decided I would at least buy the
cutters.
As I was inspecting them my eyes suddenly noticed something I had not seen
before. This was where Satan really
started his evil coaching. On each price tag
the part that was inscribed with forty-nine
cents was detachable. I noted this very intently. While I was waiting for the clerk
I began to play with the price tag pieces,
moving them from side to side. I then discovered that the whole dollar tag could be
covered by placing the movable one right
on the middle of the whole price tag. As
I toyed with the tags I heard a voice say,
"Peter, you mustn't do that."
Another voice said, "Oh, leave it there;
it won't hurt anything. If she doesn't know
the price of the tools, it isn't your fault."
Again I heard the voice that said, "Petqr,
you mustn't do that."
This time I did not pay much attention
to it, for just as quickly as it faded away,
Satan broke right in saying, "Go on, leave
them like that and see what happens."
Just then the clerk came toward me
asking, "May I help you?"
NOVEMBER 27, 1951

H. A. Roberts
The Minister Told Me to Write a Letter to the Manager of the Store,
Enclosing With It the Money to Pay for the Stolen Goods

Thou Shalt Not Steal
By PETER VALDEZ
I said, "Yes, may I have the wire cutters
and the long-nosed pliers, please." Something bothered me deep inside and I asked,
"Is this the price of the cutters?"
The clerk said, "I believe it is. Let me
take a look at the tag again. Yes, fortynine cents."
"See how easy it is!" a voice seemed to
say.

She wrapped the tools up as she summarized, "That will be ninety-eight cents
plus five cents tax, a dollar and three
cents, please." Taking the package eagerly,
I waited impatiently for the change. All
this time I was trying to make myself believe that it was not my fault that she
did not know the price of the goods. She
broke into the middle of my thinking by
PAGE 15

saying, "A dollar three out of a dollar
fifty. Here you are. Forty-seven cents.
Thank you, call again."
Not taking time to answer or to count
the change, I scooted out the door. I
thought, "What will happen when she
finds out, if she does? And very likely
she will. I wonder what she'll do."
Days, months, and years passed; I almost forgot -the incident till about two
years later when, at the eleven o'clock
service one Sabbath morning, the pastor
of our church preached a sermon on restitution. He said that we should repent and
not do the sin again, and that we should
ask for forgiveness, for God was faithful
and just to forgive us and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness. He further
brought to our attention that if we had
one unforgiven sin, that unforgiven sin
could keep us from entering the kingdom
of heaven.
That very same day I asked the Lord to
forgive the sin I had committed two years
before. Still, all the time after I had asked
forgiveness, and I knew I had been forgiven, something bothered me. Yes, it was
concerning restitution. I tried to make
myself believe that restitution was not
really necessary. Satan would put in my
mind such thoughts as, "You've already
asked forgiveness. That's enough. They
hardly missed what you stole. Anyway it is
such a big store that it does not even want
to bother with such trifling things as that."
I finally put the matter off so much that
I forgot all about it.
Three years elapsed between the sermon at our church and the chapel period
when I was convinced that restitution was
necessary, but I still did not know how to
go about paying for what I had taken five
years before. The very same morning that
the minister brought the message he also
said he would be available for questioning
and for talking over problems we students
might have.
"There, that's the answer," I said to
myself; "I'll talk with the minister and ask
him what I should do." I quickly found

him after chapel, and told him what was
bothering me. He told me to write a letter
to the manager of the store, enclosing with
it the balance of the money to pay for the
stolen goods, explaining the error I had
committed, and asking forgiveness, Before
I left the counseling room we knelt in
prayer, asking the Lord to guide my
efforts and give me courage.
That very same night I sat at my desk
feverishly trying to find words to express
myself to the manager of that store. I
again asked God to help me. Here is a
copy of the letter I wrote that night.
"DEAR SIR:

am enclosing two dollars to pay for a
pair of wire cutters and a pair of longnosed pliers that I took five years ago.
"Here's how it all happened. I went into
your store and manipulated the price tags
on the two tools just mentioned. The price
on each tag read one dollar and forty-nine

cents. I changed the tags to read fortynine cents instead. Having accomplished
this, I proceeded to buy the tools. The
ihterk didn't notice vtthgt I had done.
"I have given the matter careful
thought, and am truly repented of having
ever committed such an act. Therefore I
am enclosing the money I owe you.
"I humbly beg your forgiveness. I want
to be a true Christian. To be a true Christian, I must do and act as Christ would.
This has been on my conscience, .and
would therefore always prey upon me if
I did not make it right.
"Sincerely,
"PETER VALDEZ."

"I

I felt a peace come over me that I had
not felt since the day I committed the
foolish sin. Now I knew all was right with
God and man. How I thank the Lord- for
His still small voice- that calls us back
from sin!
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Visitors
By

CLIFFORD

L.

THOMPSON

HE red bandana came out of Mark's

Tpocket. It gave temporary relief from

the annoyance caused by the heavy beads
of sweat on his brow, which was now
nearly black from dust raised by the plow
and team just ahead of him. It was an
unmercifully hot day, and the black soil
under him absorbed the heat readily and
held it. True, it was a monotonous day,
with nothing to do but plow, but suddenly Mark's eyes caught something to
break the monotony. A young man about
his own age, dressed in white summer suit,
was approaching, mounted on a bicycle.
Suspended from the side of the cycle was a
brief case, which was all Mark needed to
put him on guard.
The stranger quickly came over and. introduced himself and asked for a few
moments of his time. Mark granted him a

few minutes, but let the stranger know
that he had to hurry. But it did not take
the visitor long to get to the point. By
careful salesmanship he managed to
interest Mark in a book, and finally persuaded him to order it. Thus it came about
that a book entitled Bible Readings for
the Home came to be a possession of Mark
Peterson's.
Six years later the book remained unread. Mark had found he simply did not
have time to spend with it. Soon he had
completely forgotten about it.
In the meantime much had taken place.
Mark had gone to war and returned.
Ethel had waited for him, and soon afterward had become Mrs. Peterson.
Bible Readings appeared to be an unusual title for a book, it seemed to Mrs.
Peterson, while looking through the box
of belongings to be unpacked. In fact, she
became so engrossed in the volume that
twenty minutes passed before she remem-

The Bison : Lord of the Plains, No. 9 — By Harry Baerg
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1. When sod shanties first appeared on
the plains the buffalo began to find
himself crowded out by the cattle that
ate his feed and by the fenced wheat
fields that restricted his browsing.
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2. Farmers went on the warpath when
buffaloes broke the fences and began to
eat their crops. They not only killed
them as pests that were bothering them
but also used them as a source of food.

/&.0:01.rikr

3. The flesh of this abundant animal
was also used to fatten pigs and to
fertilize. But not one third of the
buffaloes killed by white men in this
era were used. Most simply rotted!

4. When the railroads came west they
brought more settlers flocking to the
country, and the slaughter of buffaloes
increased. Trains also provided easy
transportation for visiting huntsmen.
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bered her work. But that evening she succeeded in renewing her husband's interest in the book.
Thereafter many evenings were spent in
the study of that book, and the Petersons
began to realize that their old religion was
not good enough.
Mrs. Peterson paused momentarily in
her work to rest. She observed a man approaching the door, carrying a brief case.
He invited himself in and was soon trying
to sell her a book called Bible Readings.
However, the interview quickly ended
when she informed him that she already
had a copy. But before he left she learned
where to find a church practicing the same
beliefs the book taught.
That evening the minister of the local
Seventh-day Adventist church had two
visitors. A few months later Mrs. Peterson
became a baptized member of his church.
Mark had a greater struggle, because he
must make a living for the family, and he
needed greater faith. But the minister still
hoped to bring him into the church.
Fifteen years later many farms in the
Midwestern State have colporteur visitors
of the same kind. The Petersons' son is
there making the rounds, and this is the
way the Seventh-day Adventist Church
continues to grow.

The Fifth Freedom
(Continued from page 6)
a body, soul, and mind poison that blights
everything with which it comes in contact.
Yet there are men who, either because
of a passion for gold or because their
consciences have shriveled up to the size
of a peanut, would have us believe that
alcoholic beverages are a necessary part of
our daily life. So claim the advertisements.
But let us not digress too far from our
subject. Did I hear someone ask, "What
happened to Ralph Wilson? Where is he
now, in a quiet cemetery nook, or back in
a sanitarium?"
No, neither of these guesses is right, I
am glad to report. You may see Ralph now
any day you care to. He is back at his old
job as sales manager of a wholesale firm.
But I may as well warn you that yotn
might have trouble recognizing him now.
He is clear-eyed, confident, and poised.
Gone are the trembling limbs, the bloodshot eyes, the slovenly appearance. Looking just what he is today, Ralph has again
become a trusted, efficient, and valued employee. He has been restored to a life of
usefulness in the community; and equally
important, he again shares the love of a
wife who never quite lost faith that someday he would again be the man she had
married.
"What happened?" you may ask. "Was
it a miracle?"
Well, you might call it that if you mean
doing what Ralph did when he found
NOVEMBER 27, 1951
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Address all correspondence to the Stamp Corner, YOUTH'S
Insrsucros, Takoma Park, Washington 12, D.C. And be
sure to enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope or International Reply Coupon, which can be secured at any
post office in any country, for reply. Please use commemorative stamps on all your Stamp Corner correspondence
whenever possible.

Stamp Exchange
The persons whose names appear in this exchange list
arc serious stamp collectors, and are not at all interested
in hearing from young people who are looking for pen
pals. Please do not waste either your stationery, your
stamps, or your time if it is not your primary purpose to
trade stamps. A word to the wise is sufficient!

Mrs. Irving W. Kellogg, Box 14, Fairmount,
North Dakota (senior, 1,000), wishes to exchange United States issues for stamps from
South American countries.
Richard Serns, 8106 Roanoke, Takoma
Park, Maryland (senior, 6,500), has worldwide stamps he would like to exchange for
those of the British West Indies or British
colonies in Africa.
Mrs. K. Serns, Cheboygan, Michigan (senior, 2,000), would like worldwide, especially
Newfoundland, New Brunswick, British possessions, and Italian, for the United States,
Canadian, South American, and Netherlands
issues which she has.
Richard H. Utt, Concepcion, Chiriqui, Republic of Panama (senior, 5,900), has stamps
from Panama, Costa Rica, and the Canal
Zone, which he wants to trade for those of
Asia, Africa, the East Indies, British Colonies, and the Near East.
Joseph S. Tai, 6 Breezy Terrace, First
Floor, Hong Kong (junior, 1,500), will trade
stamps from China, Japan, India, and other
Far Eastern countries for those of all countries except Central and South America. He
is particularly interested in United States
commemoratives.
Nehemiah L. Santos, 45 North Miranda,
Naga City, Cams. Sur, Philippines (senior,
5,000), has Philippine stamps to exchange
for worldwide issues.
Denny Carman, Box 365, Omak, Washington (junior, 1,500), will trade United States
canceled and uncanceled stamps for worldwide issues.

himself up against an impenetrable stone
wall. He simply turned over completely—
and without reservation of any kind—a
tormented mortal's problems to One who
knows no failure. Like Paul of old, his
own utter human weakness and helplessness were revealed to him in a flash of
sudden insight. He realized for the first
time in his life that he was utterly and
frighteningly helpless and powerless to
continue the battle against alcohol unaided, and he thereupon got down unashamedly on his knees and asked for
help from his Creator. By that simple
gesture he did what so many of us must
yet learn to do if we want to lead lives of

usefulness free from gnawing doubts, perplexities, and frustrations. The alcohol
problem had him beaten. But no problem
is too great for God to solve.
Today Ralph continues to seek the
guidance and comfort and assurance he
had long been seeking in vain, with heartfelt prayer to God as he begins each morning. He has discovered the Source of all
aid, and he intends to keep hold of it
regardless of what may happen from now
on.
He is also one of the most regular attendants at the Temperance League's
weekly rehabilitation classes, and incidentally, one of its strongest boosters. He
knows what the league's spiritual program
and God's help have and are doing for
him! And Ralph's wife—what of her?
Well, some time ago I received an unsolicited check made out to the Temperance League of Hawaii from a grateful
woman who had almost given up hope
until the day that God guided her footsteps to the Temperance League and to
my office. Yes, you're right; the check is
signed simply, "Mrs. Ralph Wilson."

Build Your Brain
(Continued from page 14)
eleven o'clock. Finding himself swamped
at examination time, he would cram until
late hours, perhaps all night. Awaking in
a fogged state, in the classroom next morning he usually did poorly, and failed one
course after another. His major difficulty
was not that he lacked the capacity or the
brain power, but that he did not put a
rhythm into his daily life. He lacked the
bounce of the rubber ball, which makes
life happy and healthy.
Sleep, the best brain builder known, is
the great rejuvenator. It is during sleep
that we recharge our mental and nervous
batteries for the next day's new thoughts
and facts we must store away. So if you
want new vitality for the next day's study,
get a good night's sleep.
Once you feel sleepy, do not study on,
for lack of interest and fatigue are two of
the prime causes of mental blocks. The
mind cannot function normally when it is
fatigued. So stop at once when you begin
to nod, and go to bed. Get up an hour
earlier in the morning if you feel you
must study further.
Now, what about the difficult subject,
the one that just does not click with you?
Try as you will, you cannot get it through
your head and make it stick. What is the
best way to tackle it? More than likely
you are trying too hard. When you study
under tension or with the idea in mind
that this is a hard subject, you will not
remember the facts.
Study for a few minutes, then lie down
on a couch, stretch out and relax. While
you are resting in a mellow mood, new
blood will come to your brain, and a new,
PAGE 17

lucid, and crystal-clear thought channel
seems to form. You physiologists know by
now that relaxation allows for vasodilatation, increased blood supply to the brain.
This is the reason many a genius
awakens in the middle of the night with
his best thought—while he was relaxed
the fresh thought came. In order to preserve it, he may rise and write it down,
then go to sleep.
Dr. Shryock has told you by now that
the best time to study the hard subject is
just before retiring, sce that you will put
your subconscious mind to work on it.
This method is applied equally well by
lying down between periods of activity on
the hard subject and relaxing over it, instead of growing tense and spastic.
Once you have started studying, do not
stop for any little annoyance or excuse,
but keep to the twenty-minute rhythm.
Interruptions and irregularities are the
sand in the gears of life that wears us
down, and it is said that only a mother
and a doctor know what interruptions are!
Although you will have to become accustomed to interruptions later on,, out here
the rhythm of study, sleep, study, exercise,
study, relaxation, should be your theme
song; for if you are interrupted frequently,
you are like the car in traffic, where the
eternal stopping and starting make the
gears clash and soon grind to a stop, with
the teeth lying in the bottom of the differ-

Crossword Puzzle
The Israelites Cross the Red Sea
on Dry Ground
Exodus 14
Across
1 Leader of the Israelites
5 "and the . .. were divided" :21
10 Salutation
11 "and all the host of Pharaoh that . . . into
the sea" :28
14 "Let us flee from the . . . of Israel" :25
15 "Israel saw the Egyptians . . . upon the sea
shore" :30
17 "children of Israel walked upon dry . . . " :29
19 Eldest son of Judah Gen. 38:6
20 "out . . . the hand . . . the Egyptians" :30
21 ". . . out thine hand over the sea" :26
22 ". . . that the Egyptians said" :25
24 Exclamation of surprise
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ential. Avoid interruptions like the plague.
Here you have a few hints for increasing
your brain efficiency. But remember above
all that your brain, your hands, and your
time are all that you have or that any doctor has. The brain of a doctor should have
the muscular proportion of a Gene Tunney's biceps, for without it he is worthless.
To get maximum efficiency from your
brain, baby it. Take care of it as well as
you do your body, or better. Get plenty of
good food, sleep regularly and soundly, get
a rhythm to your study life—daily punctuate with pleasant thinking, relaxation, and
exercise.
Rest assured that you will succeed. God
did not bring you here to medical school to
be a failure. The attitude you take of success and confidence that with God's help
you can win will assuredly put you over
the highest scholastic hurdle, and medicine
will become the happiest years of your
life.

A Visit to Legendary Yucatan
(Continued from page 8)
verted to the simple agricultural religion
best suited to their mentality, gradually
losing the knowledge of arts and science.
In the sixteenth century the Mayas,
although weakened and decadent, put up

26 Perform
28 And . . . came to pass" :24
30 "that . . . the morning watch the Lord looked"
:24
32 Newspaper item
33 Kind of tree
34 Doctor of Entomology (abbr.)
35 Laughter sound
37 "for the Lord . . . for them against the
Egyptians" :25
42 "Egyptians shall . .. that I am the Lord" :18
46 Associate in Arts (abbr.)
47 "And . .. off their chariot wheels" :25
49 Money of account
50 Ireland
52 "the Lord ... d Israel that day" :30
54 Dandy
55 "Egyptians pursued, and went in . . . them" :23
56 Hebrew word for deity

a stout resistance to the European invaders. But the country was eventually
subdued, and the land and people were
parceled out among the conquerors. The
friars burned the books that could have
given us some insight into Mayan history.
The Inquisition was introduced to prevent
any relapses to the old religion. Slavery,
massacre, indecencies, foreign oppression,
and the destruction of their religion were
the benefits the Spanish conquistadors bestowed upon the doomed Mayas!
Merida, Yucatan's modernized capital
city, reminds one of the three great epochs
of its history; namely, the Mayan, the
colonial, and the modern. The site was
once occupied by 'eh caan siho, whose five
pyramids and temples in ruins reminded
the conquerors of the Roman Augusta
Emerita in Spain. Therefore they named it
Merida.
These temples were destroyed by the
Spaniards for their stones, which were
then used to build the new colonial city.
Some of these stones with their characteristic pictorial art engravings were placed
with their designs in sight by the Indian
slaves in some of the new buildings. Four
of these - significant stones can be seen
among thousands of other plain-surfaced
ones on the southern wall of the Roman
Catholic church situated right across the
plaza from my hotel room.
Merida was established in 1542 as a
Spanish city, with twenty thousand inhabitants. The population stood at this
number until three hundred years later,
when because of the Maya rebellion the
enraged Indians mercilessly massacred
whites and destroyed their properties in
the smaller villages, causing an enormous
influx of people to the safer city. Since
then it has grown until now it has a population of 125,000.
One hundred and twenty-five thousand
persons to warn! What a superhuman
task!
(To be continued)

Down
1 "and . . . the sea dry land" :21
2 "Moses stretched out his hand . . . the sea" :21
3 "the Lord caused the . .. to go back" :21
4 Southern State (abbr.)
5 "Israel ... into the midst of the sea" :22
6 Territorial Force (abbr.)
7 "by a strong . . wind all that night" :21
8 Red Cross (abbr.)
9 Son of Adam and Eve Gen. 4:25
12 Aluminum (abbr.)
13 Mothers
16 Same as 26 across
18 "upon the... ground" :22
23 "overthrew the Egyptians in the . . . of the
sea" :27
25 "believed the Lord, and . . . servant Moses" :31
26 "great work which the Lord . . . upon the
Egyptians" :31
27 "remained not so much as . . . of them" :28
29 "And . . . waters returned, and covered . . .
chariots" :28
31 An Israelite of the tribe of Asher 1 Chron. 7:34
36 "that the waters may come . . . " :26
• 37 "and the Egyptians . . . against it" :27
38 "on their right . . . , and on their left" :22
39 Feminine name
40 "and the sea returned . . . his strength" :27
41 "and troubled the . . . of the Egyptians" :24
43 Greek form of Noah Matt. 24:37
44 Word that marks an alternative
45 "and the waters were a . . . unto them" :22
48 The jackdaw (Scot.)
51 Egyptian sun god
53 Verb reflexive (abbr.)

—Key on page 22

God Answers
(Continued from page 10)
The night wore on. To pray was my
only hope. Praying, tossing, turning, praying, listening to the clock tick, praying
some more. . . .
The first rays of light were shining
through the pink ruffled curtains. Slowly
the door opened. Mother entered.
"Awake?" she softly called.
"Yes-s-s," I yawned, pushing the covers
back.
"Don't get up," she said as she sat
down on the corner of the bed. We
talked—a stilted, unfriendly conversation.
Then came a question about the Sabbath.
"If you ever join that church, I hope
you never tell me," mother said as she
stood, then left the room.
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR
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Years have passed. Books—large ones
and small ones—periodicals, tracts, all
carrying the glorious third angel's message, have made their way back home.
Some have been read at times; others have
been destroyed unopened. Earnest, anxious
prayers in behalf of dad and mother have
ascended to Heaven, and there is reason
to believe that God is answering these
prayers.
"Next to the Bible, Steps to Christ is
the best book I have ever read," mother
confided to me one time when I was home.
"I would like to have a copy for each of
the twenty-five young women in my Sunday school class."
"I'll give you an Ingathering offerin
if you will see that it goes to help th
lepers in Africa," she said at another tim
as she opened her purse and placed
crisp new bill in my hand.
One winter dad spent hours reading
Patriarchs and Prophets and seemed to
enjoy it. "I liked that paper called Present
Truth," he told me one day, "but I have
seen only two or three copies." Mothe
didn't approve of it.
Since then dad and mother have visite
me in my home. They attended Sabbat
services with me, and liked them.
used to have a Sabbath, but I don't hay
one any more," mother said sincerely. "I
am undecided whether it is Saturday or
Sunday."
Such evidence that God is working o
their hearts is encouraging assurance th t
He will finish the work He has begu

Commencement—and What
Then?
(Continued from page 1)
wants to know one thing more—th
measure of the man! College studen
would do well to learn that fact early.
Without doubt, grades are importan4:3,,
and one should try hard to earn honestl
the highest grades possible, striving f r
complete mastery in all subjects. But with
his seeking after such things, he should
explore also ways to uplift his alma matei.
Those who wisely judge a student's record
consider both grades and extracurricula
activities, the one indicating what a ma
received from the college, and the oth
what he gave to the college. Moreover, th
balance between the two receives caref 1
consideration. There is hardly a personn
manager who will not choose an averag
student with wisely balanced extracurricular activities in preference to one wh
acquired good grades only, or who o
viously believed that studies should nev r
be permitted to interfere with one's colleg
life. Nor is there an intelligent employ
who fails to recognize these factors in th
official record.
Thus it is that the lawyer first clerks i
a law office, the doctor serves as an inter
the engineer begins as a cadet, and th .
teacher commences as a probationer. A
NOVEMBER 27, 1951

crediting agencies withhold their stamp
of approval from a college until its graduates can be appraised and the quality of
their education be evaluated against the
background of their later experiences.
This places college life in a different
light, emphasizing its important features
and pushing into the background those of
lesser value. In retrospect one recognizes
situations that he wishes might have been
different; he sees reports he would like to
rewrite; he reviews- his former relationships with faculty members in a new light.
But the recognition is a bit late, for at
commencement the record of college life
is closed, and irrevocably so; its wasted
hours are brought into sharp relief early
in the period of disillusionment.
After commencement mother and dad
usually stop underwriting expenses as do
others who gave similar support. Work
acquires a new significance, for on its
success or failure will depend the type of
life one may pursue. Life itself takes on
new meaning after commencement, and
many are the graduates who entered this
phase of life with much uneasiness and
trepidation. Cocksureness is not usually a
concurrent attribute, but rather, on the
part of really worth-while individuals,
there is concern about the possibility of
failing to meet job requirements. One son,
discussing these factors with his father,
was advised, "Now, son, you're just beginning, to live."
Life after commencement is based,
somewhat unfortunately, upon a law of
survival of the most fit. If you are a man
among men, acceptance is accorded. Sometimes, however, when your efforts place
you in an advantageous position, giving
you the edge over your fellows with respect to privileges, rank, income, and the
like, it becomes clear what God meant
when He wrote that in these days men
would be "despisers of those that are
good." One must lift his head above such
situations and carry on. Some feel that by
associating themselves with Christians
they will escape such conditions, but careful reading of the Word will disclose the
error in such a conclusion, for Paul addressed his letter to Timothy, bishop of the
church at Ephesus, and was considering
prophetically men of our day, in the
church and without, who would have a
form of godliness.
Perhaps this may be thought to constitute too sobering an account of life after
commencement, but its accuracy may be
confirmed by making a survey of recent
college graduates. Entirely too many will
be discovered to be floundering. Disillusionment will have jolted some so hard
that they will only slowly recover either
composure or security, and remain maladjusted for many years. One such person
who more than twenty years ago graduated as valedictorian of his class, never
made the complete transition from college
campus to materialistic employment; and
as a result he is miserable, a fact obvious

to all his colleagues. Of course, he blames
the college faculty for training him poorly,
and bitter are his words of condemnation.
Many rise from their pits of disillusionment to pursue successful lives. It is
questionable whether these are in the
majority, for the unrest among employees
of even excellently administered organizations indicates a deeply rooted maladjustment that it is as hard to eradicate as
are weeds in a garden.
There are a few, of course, who pass
happily from one position to another that
is higher, always masters of the situations
in which they are found. We all have such
potentialities, which could be brought to
fruition if, while we strive for success, we
would turn our eyes upon Jesus, contemplating fully what He means to all who
truly seek Him. It is for the opportunity
of doing this that one chooses a Christian
college rather than a worldly institution.
But even in a Christian school one finds
some characters who resort to cheating,
backbiting, indulgence in evil, unjust
criticism, and many other satanic devices.
Yet one can rise above such disillusionment, to advance scholastically and ultimately gain the coveted diploma. Even so,
after commencement one may pass through
the early trials 'to success more easily for
having contemplated during undergraduate days the type of experience that lies
ahead.

Fear Not: for I Am With Thee
(Continued from page 4)
his mind, he dozed off to sleep; but again
he heard the chain rattling. So he picked
up his shoe. When the white figure appeared at the door he threw the shoe at
it. But the figure only moved on slowly
through the room and then disappeared
as before.
Ralf was determined that he would find
out what the white figure was. Gathering
up all his courage, he decided to grab it
the next time it came by. He waited about

1

roue Vottr +NUN
"Be ready always to give an answer to every man that
asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you."

By F. DONALD YOST

Repentance
What text proves that1. Jesus came to call sinners to repentance?
2. True repentance follows godly sorrow
for sin?
3. When a sinner repents, the Lord will
have mercy?
4. If we repent and are converted, our sins
will be blotted out?
—Proof texts on page 23
PAGE 19

fifteen minutes; then he heard the weird
rattling sound again, and watched as the
figure came through the door. He laid
hands on it as it came by his bed.
Ralf hardly knew what happened next,
but he did know that he was pulled
through a trap door into the basement of
the house. He must have thought that he
was dreaming when he saw, not one, but
many white-clad figures surrounding him.
"What is your name and what are you
doing here, young man?" asked the leader
of the group.
A strange quaking sensation was just
now overtaking the young man. "My
name is Ralf
. The reason I was
in this house tonight is that, well, I didn't
have anywhere else to sleep. Someone told
me about this empty house, and said that
I could probably sleep here. I'm selling
Christian literature, trying to earn a
scholarship so I can attend a Seventh-day
Adventist boarding school next year." And
then he realized that maybe he had said
too much.
"Oh, so you are one of those people,"
replied the leader.
He turned to the rest of the men and
asked them what they thought should be
done with this boy. Ralf learned that they
were bandits. If they would release him,
their hiding place might be disclosed. He
was in a dangerous situation.
After they had discussed the matter
among themselves, the leader told Ralf
their decision.
"We have decided to release you and
allow you to continue your work. You
are very fortunate, because we might have
kept you captive in order to have our
hiding place kept a secret. But we believe
that you are honest, and will release you
if you will promise that you will tell no
one about us."
"I promise, sir," replied Ralf. As he
climbed the ladder to the first floor of the
house, he breathed a prayer of thanksgiving that God had once more kept His
promise of protection.
And Ralf on his part has kept his
promise not to betray those who recognized that the work he was doing was
worth while, and released him to carry
it on.

Standeth God Within the
Shadow
(Continued from page 3)
only available door, which, fortunately for
him, was on his side. Before dad could
climb over the shifting lever and get out
the other side, the truck broke through
and tumbled into the gulley.
On another occasion he was working
with a friend who was hauling sand and
gravel. Sometimes they used a power
shovel to load the truck, and other times
they used a gas-powered loader. Using
the loader to cut the bank away can be
very dangerous for anyone standing near,
PAGE 20

for at any time the bank may cave in.
Ordinarily there is time to get out of the
way in the event the bank falls.
One day, while getting a load of gravel
from the pit, my father stood by the
loader while the driver stood by the cab.
They were in a hurry, as usual, and
pushed the loader as fast as possible. Suddenly, without a warning, the bank above
gave way. My father- was trapped. His
feet were pinned down before he could
jump clear. Quickly the level of the sand
rose. He would have fallen over, but
fortunately for him the machine against
which he was pinned held him up. Had
he fallen over, he never would have lived
to tell the story.
In a few seconds the sand rose from
his feet to his shoulders. He could see it
creeping higher and higher, but there was
not a thing he could do about it. The sand
was just covering his head when the
driver arrived on the scene. He put his
hand on dad's head just as it was disappearing under the sand. With superhuman speed he pulled the sand away
from my father's face so that he could
breathe, and then he dug the rest of his
body clear. No shovel ever cut the earth
like his. The gravel seemed to fly in a
continuous stream through the air. In no
time at all my father was free from the
would-be grave, and he was, other than
feeling very nervous and badly squeezed
up, none the worse. The driver stood there
and shook, so shocked was he. Not only
could my father have suffocated, but he
could have been severely crushed by a
large stone.
Dad had one narrow escape after
another, and yet it never occurred to him
that God had sent a guardian angel to
watch over him. He never paid much
attention to religion, saying it was for
women, children, and old men. As a boy
he had gone to Sunday school a few times,
but since the family lived out in the
country some distance from the church,
he could not get there very often. The
extent of his Christianity was the observance of the golden rule: "Do unto others
as you would have them do unto you."
With this principle he thought he got
along very well with the rest of the world.
A few years later he was married, and
in due time had a family.
About seven years after my parents
were married, my mother's aunt called
her on the telephone and asked her to
listen to an evangelist who was on the
radio at that time. She tuned in, and
found that he was very interesting. Every
text the speaker gave was looked up in
the old family Bible. At the end of the
program the speaker invited all those who
desired, to attend the tent meetings that
he was holding in a nearby town.
Each night we all went down to the
big tent. At the end of the series of
wonderful lectures the evangelist made a
call for all those who believed what he
had been teaching to stand. Nearly every-

one stood. Among the group were my
mother, her sister, and their mother, but
not my father. After making this call the
minister said, "How many of you would
like to do something about it? If you
would, come forward." Many of the group
sat down, but a large number went forward and joined a class preparing for
baptism. My mother tried to persuade my
father to join the class with her, but he
said no. He added, however, much to her
surprise, that he would study this new
faith for six months, and then, if at the
end of that time he felt it was right, he
would be baptized also. Mother felt down
deep in her heart that he would never
accept these teachings. However, he
studied earnestly for the specified time.
My mother was almost afraid to ask him
what his conclusion was. But when she
received his answer she thanked God,
for he said, "I am convinced now that it
is the truth, and I would like to be
baptized."
This was a hard decision for him to
make, for he was sure he would lose his
job, and jobs were scarce in those days.
Expecting the worst, he went to the
manager and handed in his resignation.
Much taken back by this sudden resignation, the manager said, "What's the
matter? Don't you like the job?" My
father assured him that he did, and
then he explained that he wanted Saturdays off and told him why. When he had
finished, the manager said, "You know
I believe you've got something there. Any
man who will give up a good job because
of religious conviction is welcome to work
with me as long as he wishes."
My father felt like getting down on
his knees and thanking the Lord right
there. Now everything seemed clear. His
narrow escapes were not merely luck.
God's protecting hand had been guarding
him. God had a plan for his life. God
had a work for him to do just as He has
today for every one of His children. Oh,
how wonderful it would be if every
Christian would accept the challenge that
God has put before him, and would go
forward victoriously to the end and finally
hear the loving words of our Saviour:
"Well done, thou good and faithful servant: . . . enter thou into the joy of thy
lord."

Does Church School Pay?
(Continued from page 11)
for work things were uncertain, but God
was working.
Earl had heard about the church school
that his playmates were going to attend,
and in his childish heart he also had
picked that school for himself.
His mother called him to get up to
get ready for school so he would not miss
the bus that would soon be stopping in
front of his house to take him to public
school. But Earl did not get up. Instead
THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR
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Gilt uggcstions
Here are some new books which will help to solve
your gift problems. Millions of dollars will be spent for
useless gifts this holiday season. If you give books, you
give presents which will be a blessing now and in days
and years to come.
GOLD, SILVER, AND SPICE,

by Barba a Osborne Westphal

A story for juniors. The author has spent many years in Central and South America. This book will thrill boys and girls as
they read about the discovery adventures and the search for gold
by bold adventurers from Columbus's day down through the years.
It will help them to better understand their neighbors to the south
of us. A Junior Reading Course book.

Regular price, $2.75

SINBAD THE GORILLA,

by Mrs. Alice Johnson

Out of the Lincoln Park Zoo of Chicago comes this thrilling
and true story of a baby gorilla. It will give boys and girls hours
of pleasure and will teach them lessons of kindness. Illustrated
with photographs.

Regular price, $1.50

Holiday price, $1.35

THAT MILLION-DOLLAR MOMENT,

by Frederick Griggs

From a half century of rich experiences comes this volume of
inspiration for youth. Iris full of optimism, humor, practical counsel, and Christian principle. An ideal gift for youth or adults. A
Senior Reading Course book.

Regular price, $2.50

Holiday price, $2.25

Holiday price, $2.50

THE "KNOW-HOW" OF CHRISTIAN LIVING

Any or all of these books can be mailed to you, or can be sent
direct to addresses you may furnish. Add sales tax in states where
required. Fifteen per cent higher in Canada.

by Arthur L. Bietz
An everyday working blueprint for living like the Master—sensible, logical, clear, and challenging. A book for every church
member, or for friends who may not be hurch members. A Senior Reading Course book.

Regular price, $2.50

Holiday ice, $2.25
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the books checked below.
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Gold, Silver, and Spice
The "Know-How" of Christian Living

HEROES OF THE REFORMATION

by Hilda and Gideon Hagstotz
An interesting and inspiring picture of the leaders of the Reformation who arose in every part of Europe—heroes of the cross,
who were willing to suffer persecution and death that the faith so
dear to their hearts might be passed on to others. It contains a
definite message for our day.

Regular price, $3.25

Holiday /Tice, $2.95

Heroes of the Reformation
Sinbad the Gorilla
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That Million-Dollar Moment
Sales Tax
Total
PACIFIC PRESS PUBLISHING ASSN., Mountain View, Calif.
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he started crying, "I don't want to go to
public school. I'll hide in the bushes until
the bus goes by so I won't have to get on
it. I want to go to church school!"
"It costs money to send you there, and
public school is free."
"I want to go to church school," he
wailed.
"Will you give up your allowance to
help pay your tuition?"
"Yes," came the reply.
So the mother gave in to the wishes of
her son, and nine o'clock found him with
seven other boys and girls in attendance
at the little school on the hill.
Arriving home from work that day,
Mrs. Preston rejoiced to learn that Earl
was going to church school. She had reasons for wanting things this way. Surely
it was God's will being worked out.
As the school year drew to a successful
close in the spring, there was still the question of whether it would continue another
year. Three of the families were moving
away, leaving only three of the original
pupils. The school board did not seem
interested in seeing the project grow. They
could not see how there could be a school,
but they did not say a definite no. Mrs.
Preston was concerned. Her children must
be in church school.
"I can't see having a school one year
and then closing it up," stated Mrs.
Andrews. "When one moves in the right
direction God opens the way, and having
a school is the right thing. There must be
a school!"
"Such faith!" again thought Mrs. Preston. Yes, she had faith in God too, but at
times things look doubtful, and she wondered how it could ever work out. She
prayed for more faith, and worked at the
same time.
She had received an inspiration to become a teacher herself. Perhaps she could
live with her mother, whose home was
near one of the Seventh-day Adventist colleges, go to school, and put her children in
school there. Yet at that time this was not
possible. She must wait another year before

KEY TO "CROSSWORD PUZZLE"
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attending college, but the children—surely
God did not want them in public school!
"If we can get five pupils, we'll have a
school," Pastor Grant promised. His wife,
being an experienced church school
teacher, could fill that need.
Now for some pupils. Mrs. Preston
worked and prayed. Yes, Mr. Brown
would send his boy and hoped to send his
daughter. It meant a ten-mile drive every
morning and then a twenty-mile drive to
work, but he wanted his boy in church
school. Mrs. Lee wanted to send her son,
but she lived thirty-five miles away. If she
could find an apartment nearby, she
would move and send him.
Wednesday came, the day for public
school to open, and still there was no sign
of a church school. Mrs. Preston determined to go the last mile. She did not send
her children to public school but decided to wait until the next Monday, hoping that in the meantime God would open
the doors of the church school. Mrs. Andrews also waited, and God did not forsake these faithful mothers. Mrs. Lee
found a place to live, and Tuesday morning, five children, with Mrs. Grant as their
teacher, entered the schoolroom to begin
the second year of the little school. In
November another girl enrolled.
One morning as the pupils entered their
classroom they found it cold. What could
have happened to the furnace? Upon investigation, it was found that the electric
wires had burned out. Ordinarily such a
thing would cause a fire. The parents believed that the church was saved because
God was watching over His little school.
During the last of the winter months
Mrs. Andrews began to attend church.
She remarked to Mrs. Preston, "If it hadn't
been for the church school, I wouldn't be
going to church." She enrolled in the
Voice of Prophecy Bible Correspondence
Course, read the Signs of the Times and
some third-angel's-message-filled books.
Voluntarily she paid three dollars a week
for her son's tuition. The school year
ended with money in the treasury and a
well-performed program by the children.
That summer a way opened for Mrs.
Preston to attend a Christian college to
begin her preparation for a place in God's
work. Hesitatingly she told Mrs. Andrews.
She saw her countenance fall, but not for
long. Mrs. Andrews was enthusiastic over
her neighbor's plans to be a teacher. "I
think that is what you should do, and
even though you and the Brown family
are moving away, God can still open a
school here." Then Mrs. Andrews went
to work. She persuaded her mother to
send her young brother, and her father
was won over to the idea. God did the
rest, and the school opened for the third
year with five pupils.
God was working on Mrs. Andrews'
heart. At last Pastor Grant entered her
home to give Bible studies, but Mr.
Andrews disappeared when the pastor
came, and returned when he left. He

stayed for the third Bible study though,
and after that attended all of them. Today
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews are both planning
on baptism.
And Mrs. Preston, preparing to teach a
church school herself, has no doubts at all
in her mind about the answer to the question "Does church school pay?"
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Senior Youth Lesson
X—True Science Versus
Present-Day Theories
(December 8)
MEMORY VERSE: 2 Peter 3 :3, 4.
LESSON HELPS : The Creator and His Work-

I

shop, chap. 23; Education, pp. 128-134; Christ's
Object Lessons, pp. 39-43 (new ed., pp. 34-37) ;
Patriarchs and Prophets, pp. 107-116.
Daily Study Assignment
Ques. 1-3 ; memorize 2 Peter 3 :3, 4.
2. Ques. 4-6; read The Creator and His
Workshop, chap. 23.
3. Ques. 7-ro and notes.
4. Ques. 11-13 and notes.
5. Read Education, pp. 128-134, and Christ's
Object Lessons, pp. 39-43.
6. Read Patriarchs and Prophets, pp. 107-116.
7. Review entire lesson.
The Laws of Nature
1. What has God said concerning the origin

of the laws of nature? Jer. 33:25, last part.

I

I

2. What manifestations of nature led the psalmist to bless and honor the Creator? Ps. 104:1-3,
5, 6-14, 19-21.
NOTE.—"Natural laws are the means whereby

God works in nature. These laws were ordained
by Him, and are only a manifestation of His
constant power upholding the things He created."—ERNEsr S. BOOTH, Biology, The Story
of Life, p.• 505.
3. How unchangeable are God's laws of nature? What natural laws does God use to illustrate His faithfulness in keeping His promises?
Ps. 148:5, 6; Jer. 31:35, 36; 33:20, 25, 26.

a

4. What illustrations are given of man's inability to change the laws of nature? Matt. 5:36;
Job 38:31-33.
5. Why is man without excuse for not worshiping the God of heaven? Rom. 1:20.
6. What have many people done when they
refused to acknowledge God as the Creator of
nature? Rom. 1:21, 25.

Creation Not Evolution
7. When was the work of creation completed?
Gen. 2:1; Ex. 20:11; Heb. 4:3, last clause.
8. What prediction did Peter make regarding
the teaching of people in the last days? 2 Peter
3:3, 4. Against what kind of science did Paul
warn Timothy? 1 Tim. 6:20.
NOTE.— Often science is confused with the

belief and teachings of scientists. A scientist
is a student and interpreter of science, and he
may as readily be correct or in error as may
a historian or a theologian. True science is dependable ; some scientists may be in error. The
Bible teaches that the works of creation were
completed from the foundation of the world, but
some scientists teach that "all things continue
as they were from the beginning of the creation"; in other words, they teach that creation
is still going on.
9. What teaching of science "falsely so called"
has become very widespread today?
Answer.— Evolution.

THE YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR
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discovered before me.' . . . Only under the
direction of the Omniscient One shall we, in
the study of His works, be enabled to think
His thoughts after Him."-Education, pp. 133,

NOTE.-"Evolution is a theory which many
persons believe explains the formation of everything on this planet by natural processesprocesses which, such persons assert, can be
tested and analyzed in the laboratory and it.'
the field. . . . Natural laws are supreme and
unchanging. Evolutionists visualize these same
laws working through past ages as they will
into the future. Conditions change, animals and
plants change, weather changes ; but the laws
never change. . . . They say . . . matter has
always been here. If it were not always on this
planet, or if this planet were not here at some
time in the past, at least matter can be traced
back to some other body in stellar space. There
is no beginning and no end. . . . Many evolutionists believe in God, but not as a personal
Being. The God of the evolutionist is only a
pervading essence through all nature, or et
most, a Being who formed matter aeons ago
in the past, then left it spinning with a set
of natural laws by which it was to develop.
He is never a creator of plants and animals."
-Ibid., p. 504.

His laws for nature and His Word to man are
steadfast and unbreakable. Jer. 31 :35, 36.

10. What does the Bible teach concerning the
beginning of matter and of all living things?
Held. 11:3; Ps. 33:9; 100:3; 148:5.
NOTE.-"Creation is the act on the part of

What Man Cannot Do

God of creating or forming the matter, the
plants, and the animals of this world from
:3.) Such an act is not a
nothing. (Heb.
part of the order of nature, for it was miraculous. Natural laws as we understand them
today were not the means whereby the world
came into existence at creation, for God 'spake,
and it was done ;. He commanded, and it stood
fast.' There can be no harmony between evolution (with its veiled origin and its painfully
slow advances) and a miraculous creation."Ibid., p. 505.
The Importance of Nature Study
11. What questions did God ask Job which
show that man had nothing to do with creation
or with the marvelous workings of nature? Job
38:1-4, 12, 18, 21, 36.
12. What should be our attitude as we behold
the wonderful works of nature? Job 40:3-5; 42:1-3,
5, 6.
NOTE.-We stand humbled, in the presence of

the manifestation of the wonder-working power
of God. What we cannot understand we accept
by faith, and our faith in. God as Creator is
strengthened as we behold the working of
the natural laws that He has ordained.
19. In the last message that is to go to the
world what reason is given why men should
worship God? Rev. 14:7, last part.
NOTE.-While multitudes in the world today

are worshiping "the creature more than the
Creator," the call goes forth from the angel
flying in the midst of heaven for men to "fear
God . . . : and worship him that made heaven,
and earth."

Junior Lesson
X-True Science
(December 8)
LESSON TEXTS : Job 38:1-4, 31-33; 40:1,
3-5 ; 42:1-3, 5, 6.
MEMORY VERSE : "I know that tlwa chnst
do everything, and that no thought can be
withholden from thee." Job 42:2.

Guiding Thought
We find two classes of thinkers. There are
those who observe nature's laws, but ignore
Him to whom nature is but a servant. They
read the Word of God critically, and, because
what they think they know does not harmonize
with the Bible, they reject the Creator and the
story of creation in favor of their own ideas
as to how things came into existence. The
second class is composed of those who, reverencing God in their hearts, find in nature a
revelation, not a contradiction, of His Word.
"He who studies most deeply into the
mysteries of nature will realize most full his
own ignorance and weakness. He will realize
that there are depths and heights which he
can not reach, secrets which he can not penetrate, vast fields of truth lying before him
unentered. He will be ready to say,with
Newton, 'I seem to myself to have been like
a child on the seashore finding pebbles and
shells, while the great ocean of truth lay unNOVEMBER 27, 1951
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Assignment 1
Read the lesson texts and the Guiding Thought.
Assignment 2
God Unchangeable
1. Are human beings able to understand God's
power and wisdom? Isa. 40:28, 29.
2. We change our habits and our thinking,
because we are always learning yet never arriving at a true knowledge of God. Does God
change, or is He always the same? Mal. 3:6,
first part.
3. Does God's law, or decree, ever alter? Ps.
198:6.
NOTE.-Through Jeremiah, God tells us that

Assignment 5
God the Omnipotent
9. Job was made to realize how little man
really knows about the nameless things of nature. Read some of the pointed questions God
put to him. Job 38:1-4, 18, 22, 24, 37.
NOTE.-"Men of the greatest intellect can-

not understand the mysteries of Jehovah as
revealed in nature. Divine inspiration asks
many questions which the most profound
scholar cannot answer. These questions were
not asked that we might answer them, but to
call our attention to the deep mysteries of God
and to teach us that our wisdom is limited ;
that in the surroundings of our daily life there
are many things beyond the comprehension of
finite minds ; that the judgment and purposes
of God are past finding out. His wisdom is
unsearcliable: -Testimonies, vol. 8, p. At.
10. What humble admission did Job make?
Job 40:3-5.
11. With what words did he praise His Creator?
Job 42:1-3. 5, 6.

Assignment 3
4. By studying the laws of nature man has
been able to harness its powers of light and
sound, of heat and energy, and make use of
them. But can he alter any of these laws of nature? What questions asked of Job show man's
limits? Job 38:31-35.
5. What statement that Jesus made pointed
out that there is a limit to what man can do?
Matt. 5:36, last part.
NOTE.-We may dye our hair or bleach it

and make it temporarily appear a different
color, but we cannot alter the pigment that
God has put into it to determine its color.
6. What question did Jesus ask that shows we
cannot alter the laws of bodily growth? Matt.
6:27.

Assignment 4
Substituting Nature for Nature's God
7. The Word of God tells us that "in six days
the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and
all that in them is" (Ex. 20:11); and that "the
works were finished from the foundation of the
world" (Heb. 4:3). There are many today, however, who teach that the earth came into existence over a long period of time and that plants
and animals, as we see them, have gradually
developed from lower forms of life. What does
Paul call this science that is contrary to the
Word of God? 1 Tim. 6:20, 21.

NoTE.-"The theory that God did not create
matter when He brought the world into existence is without foundation. In the formation
of our world, God was not indebted to preexisting matter. On the contrary, all things,
material or spiritual, stood up before the Lord
Jehovah at His voice and were created for
His own purpose."-Testimonies, vol. 8, pp.

Assignment 6
Witnessing for the Creator
12. What picture of darkness is given us of
men who refuse to recognize God as the Creator?
Rom. 1:20, 21, 25.
NOTE.-"The laws of nature are obeyed by
nature. . . . And can it be that man, made in

the image of God, endowed with reason and
speech, shall alone be unappreciative of His
gifts and disobedient to His will ?"-Christ
Object Lessons, pp. 81, 82.
13. What part has true science in the last
messages to go to the world? Rev. 14:6, 7.

Assignment 7
Turn to Psalm 104, where the great power
of God as Creator is praised, and see whether
you can find references to His creative work
On--

the first day
the second day
the third day
the fourth day
the fifth day
the sixth day

PROOF TEXTS FOR "REPENTANCE"
(1) Luke 5:32. (2) 2 Cor. 7:10. (3) Isa. 55:7.
(4) Acts 3:19.

258, 250.
8. What does false science teach about the
age of the earth?

Answer.-"Geologists claim to find evidence
from the earth itself that it is very much older
than the Mosaic record teaches. Bones of men
and animals, as well as instruments of warfare,
petrified trees, etc., much larger than any that
now exist, or that have existed for thousands
of years, have been discovered, and from this
it is inferred that the earth was populated
long before the time brought to view in the
record of creation, and by a race of beings
vastly superior in size to any men now living.
Such reasoning has led many professed Bible
believers to adopt the position that the days
of creation were vast, indefinite periods. But
apart from Bible history, geology can prove
nothing. . . .
"Relics found in the earth do give evidence
of conditions differing in many respects from
the present ; but the time when these conditions existed can be learned only from the
Inspired Record. In the history of the flood,
inspiration has explained that which geology
alone could never fathom. In the days of Noah,
men, animals, and trees, many times larger
than now exist, were buried, and thus preserved as an evidence to later generations
that the antediluvians perished by a flood. God
designed that the discovery of these things
should establish faith in inspired history ; but
men, with their vain reasoning, fall into the
same error as did the people before the flood,
-the things which God gave them as a benefit,
they turn into a curse by making a wrong use
of them."-Patriarchs and Prophets, p. 112.
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is an old superstition that woolly
bears—as the tiger moth caterpillars are called
—can predict winter weather. If the brown
bands around the middle of these black caterpillars are wide, the coming winter will be
mild; if they are narrow, the winter will be
severe. For three years scientists under the direction of Dr. C. H. Curran, curator of insects and spiders at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City, have been
carefully investigating this theory. So far the
woolly bears have been right every time!

O SPAIN'S

O A NEW sanding device for carpenters and
interior decorators promises to eliminate
much difficulty in finishing woodwork and
removing paint. It is a block of crushed glass
held together with a binder. One side is
coarse and another is fine so that heavy or
light sanding may be done by simply turning
over the block. As the glass is worn away,
new points are uncovered to present a fresh
cutting face. Sanding can even be done under
water!

O WHILE

O THERE

is not unusual for a female octopus to
lay as many as 50,000 eggs within a few days.

O IT

a Turkish officer or enlisted man loses
his life in Korean fighting, the government
will provide free board, lodging, and tuition
through college for his sons and daughters.

O IF

Federal Civil Defense Administration,
Washington, D.C., is urging that everyone in
the United States wear an identification tag
giving name, address, blood type, and any
other vital information in anticipation of an
enemy attack.

O THE

Festival of Britain closed recently with
a 30,000-voice impromptu choir of last-day
visitors singing "Auld Lang Syne" at the festival's main exhibition site on the south bank
of the Thames River. Altogether, 18,133,223
persons attended the main exhibitions in London.
0 THE

a single second the American power
and light industry can turn out enough electricity to supply the average family for five
years. Electric generating facilities, now about
one and three-quarters times what they were
10 years ago, are capable of producing an average of one billion kilowatt-hours a day.
This represents nearly one half of the world's
supply of electricity.

O IN

most listeners the reading of
stock-market quotations is the dullest thing
on radio, Radio Station WRUL (Radio Boston) has found that this feature is being especially well received. That is because this station serves Europe and Latin America on a
two-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week basis and
provides a direct means for investors in other
countries to keep abreast of American market
trends.

O ALTHOUGH to

O A HOTELKEEPER at Petit Port, near Aix-lesBains, France, recently bought a Rembrandt
painting and a canvas by Le Sueur from a
secondhand furniture dealer for $3 each. A
Swedish collector already has offered $25,000
for the Le Sueur painting titled Jesus at the
Mount of Olives, and American and English
collectors are bidding for the Rembrandt,
which depicts two Biblical characters eating
fruit from a glass bowl. The secondhand
dealer bought the pictures along with a lot
of broken furniture and junk from an impoverished chateau owner.
O DON MONROE, a 12-year-old Dalhart,
Texas, boy, was playing near his house with
two friends when he came across a rocklike
object half buried in the ground. When he
started to dig it up he got quite a surprise.
Although it was only half as big as a small
pie, it weighed about 30 pounds. University
of New Mexico Mineralogist Carl W. Beck
found that it had a density of 18.63, more
than 11/2 times that of lead. Further investigation by chemists revealed that the boys had
discovered a chunk of solid metallic uranium,
which does not occur in nature. Its value:
$1,500 to $100,000. Later the Federal Bureau
of Investigation discovered another piece of
pure uranium weighing 64 pounds on a junk
heap only three blocks from the scene of the
first discovery. Where did these chunks come
from? No one seems to know.

molasses made from wood as a cattlefeed may be a reality in the near future if
continued experiments at the University of
Wisconsin's Branch Agricultural Experiment
School prove a success. Trials have also
shown that wood molasses is a good silage
preservative.
O USING

employees in Washington, D.C.,
drink more than 225,000 cups of coffee each
day. This refreshment is dispensed by private
concessionaries in various snack bars and restaurants set up in buildings where U.S. Government business is carried on.

O FEDERAL

the oldest commercial organization of its kind in the world, the New York
Chamber of Commerce was founded in 1768
in Fraunces Tavern and was chartered in
1770 by King George III.

O PROBABLY

post offices in various U.S. cities are
testing 15 types of motorized delivery scooters that will enable the postman to carry 400
pounds of mail instead of the present 35.

O THE

Yukon Territory of Canada has nearly
500 varieties of wild flowers, ferns, and
shrubs, including several varieties of orchids.

O THE

smallest brilliant-cut diamond in the
world has 58 perfect facets, but is no larger
than the head of a pin.

O THE

say that dairy cows on pasture
graze about 7.5 hours a day.

O SCIENTISTS

first ferry was built recently to
haul freight cars across the Straits of Gibraltar.

Russian Government newspaper Izvestia reports that already this year 4,500 television sets have been sold in Leningrad alone.

O THE

U.S. Post Office Department expects
an added income of $100 million a year as a
result of a 25 per cent boost in parcel-post
rates made effective this fall.

O THE

fishing last summer in the River
Trent, near Nottingham, England, Fred
Greensmith hooked and landed the pair of
spectacles he had lost while fishing there in
September, 1950.

shopping started early for
United States fighting men in Korea. The 8th
Army provided order blanks which the men
filled out and sent to the central post exchange of the Far East command in Tokyo.
A force of shoppers there did the buying and
mailed the gifts.

O CHRISTMAS

laborers in the U.S. Treasury Department are probably the only persons in the
country who really have money to burn.
These men earn a living by tossing fat bundles of worn currency—as much as $29 million a day—into three special furnaces called
"security destructors." In the last fiscal year
nearly 1.5 billion pieces of paper money with
a face value of $6.7 billion were destroyed.

O EIGHT

O KING GEORGE VI, the titular head of the
British Empire, is the accepted leader of more
human beings than any other man on earth.
The details of his "job" are largely unwritten, yet this 55-year-old former British naval
officer reigns in law and spirit over 250 million persons living in 14 million square miles
of earth. India alone in the whole British
Commonwealth of nations has declared herself a republic, though she still acknowledges
King George as the constitutional head of the
Commonwealth.
O IT has always been hard to imagine that
there is nothing to mark the northernmost
point on the earth as the North Pole. To Stan
Garson, an oil rigger at Alaska's Point Barrow, it did not seem right. "We really ought
to have a pole," he said. At Fairbanks his
friends in the Estelle Machine Shop worked
till four o'clock in the morning cutting and
welding a nine-foot piece of six-inch oil-well
casing into a North Pole. The words "North
Pole by Stan" were inscribed by torch. After
,..bwVing it painted gleaming red and white,
Stan's next problem was to get his marker
transported to the northern ice cap. Finally
Alaska Airlines, realizing that publicity is
good for business, announced that it would
be glad to fly Stan's pole and all Santa Claus
letters on hand to the North Pole. At least it
may soon be easier to teach geography classes
why we call it the North Pole.
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